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Abstract

Critiquing dyads as the unit of analysis in statistical work has become increasingly

prominent; a number of scholars have demonstrated that ignoring the interdepen-

dencies and selection effects among dyads can bias our inference. My dissertation

argues that the problem is even more serious. The bargaining model relies on the

assumption that bargaining occurs between two states in isolation. When we relax

this assumption one of the most crucial findings of these bargaining models vanishes:

it is no longer irrational, even with complete information and an absence of com-

mitment issues, for states to go to war. By accounting for the non-dyadic nature of

interstate relations, we are better able to explain a number of empirical realities, and

better able to predict when states will go to war.

In the first chapter of my dissertation I model a bargaining episode between three

players and demonstrate its marked divergence from canonical bargaining models.

In traditional two player bargaining models, it is irrational for states to go to war.

I find this irrationality of war to be in part an artifact of limiting the focus to two

players. In the model in chapter one, three states are bargaining over policy, and

each state has a preference in relation to this policy. When these preferences diverge

enough, it can become impossible for players to resolve their disputes peacefully. One

implication of this model is that differences between two and three player bargaining

is not just a difference in degree, but a difference in kind. The model in this chapter

forms the core of the writing sample enclosed. Chapter two tests whether my own
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model is just an artifact of a particular set of assumptions. I extend the bargaining

model to allow for N-players and modify the types of policies being bargained over,

and I find that not only do the results hold, in many cases they are strengthened.

The second chapter also changes chapter one’s model so states are bargaining over

resources rather than policy which results in a surprising finding: while we might

expect states to be more willing to fight in defense of the homeland than over a

policy, if more than two states are involved, it is in fact the disputes over territory

that are significantly more peaceful.

In the final chapter of my dissertation, I attempt to apply the insights from

the theoretical chapters to the study of interstate conflict and war. In particular,

I compare a purely dyadic model of interstate crises to a model that accounts for

non-dyadic interdependencies. The non-dyadic model that I present is an Additive

and Multiplicative Effects Network model, and it substantially outperforms the tra-

ditional dyadic model, both in explaining the variance of the data and in predicting

out of sample. By combining the theoretical work in the earlier chapters with the

empirical work in the final chapter I can show that not only do dyadic models limit

our ability to model the causes of conflict, but that by moving beyond the dyad we

actually get notable gains in our ability to understand the world and make predic-

tions.
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1

Introduction

In recent years, a number of international conflicts have been particularly intractable

because they involve many invested parties. While it is true that 85% of Militarized

Interstate Disputes (hence MIDs) involve only two major actors, these have only a

2% chance of escalating to war. on the other hand, the risk of war is more than seven

times as high (15%) in MIDs involving more than two actors (Ghosn et al., 2004).

The need to account for multiple actors has grown, in large part because of the

prominence of non-state and substate actors. This phenomenon has been especially

pronounced in a number of recent prominent conflicts.

Consider the current dilemma facing the United States in dealing with the Islamic

State (ISIS) and the government of Syria. The United States would like to end the

rule of Syrian President Bashir Assad and replace him with members of a so-called

moderate opposition. At the same time the US also seeks to destroy the military

capacity of the Islamic state, both through air-strikes and support for rival militias.

In the past two years, the United States has demonstrated a willingness (in the case

of ISIS) and a near willingness (for Syria) to go to war to achieve both of these

goals. Yet these goals are in serious tension because the crisis in Iraq and Syria is
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not a purely dyadic crisis, but rather because one must simultaneously account for

Syria and ISIS.1 Destroying ISIS would weaken one of the major insurgent threats

to Assad’s rule, and make it easier for the Syrian government to consolidate power

(in fact some US policy analysts have argued for just such an alliance with Assad,

calculating that US interests were better served leaving him in power but gaining

a strong ground force to use against ISIS (Beauchamp, 2015)). Meanwhile, ISIS’s

goals of grabbing as much territory as possible in Iraq and Syria, and imposing their

particularly execrable political, social, and religious rule therein, is directly helped by

the weakness of the central government in Syria. This particular issue is so difficult

for the United States because their goals, ISIS’s goals, and Syria’s goals are mutually

exclusive: an alliance with Syria would give them ground troops in the region but

cement Assad’s rule, an alliance with ISIS would provide strong rebels to remove

Assad, but replace him with an even more objectionable regime. Simply looking at

dyadic relationships between the United States and Syria, and the United States and

ISIS obscure just how unpleasant the situation is.

The government of Pakistan is in a similarly difficult position trying to satisfy

both the Pakistani Taliban and the United States. Pakistan’s primary goal in this

interaction is to maintain power, and attempt to minimize the threat of US drone

strikes and Taliban improvised explosive devices against them. This becomes partic-

ularly difficult because of the inability to deal with the two parties seriatim: instead

Pakistan needs to put forward a policy in relation to the United States’ Global War

on Terror that satisfies both sides. When Pakistan collaborates too much with US

counterterrorism efforts in Pakistan and Afghanistan, the Pakistani Taliban “The

group [the Pakistani Taliban] accuse[s] the Pakistani government of siding with the

United States in its war against terror, and vow[s] revenge...” (Times, 2013). If, on

the other hand, the government of Pakistan ignores or shirks on the US’s demand

1 And Iran, and the Iraqi government, and Saudi Arabia...
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for cooperation, there exists a risk of increased drone strikes in Pakistan. For exam-

ple, Pakistan and the United States had talks on whether NATO convoys would be

allowed to use Pakistani roads, and according to a Pakistani security official “The

talks in Chicago [on Pakistan allowing NATO convoys to use Pakistani roads] did

not go well and now we see a spike in drone activity: Do the math, as our American

friends might say” (Crilly, 2012). Because Pakistan is not involved in a simple dyadic

crisis, but rather is involved with two parties with disparate interests, it is in effect

trapped between Scylla and Charybdis, and the risk of violence is much different

than it would be if they were separate dyadic disputes. a We see a similar dynamic,

where an international dispute becomes more difficult to solve due to the multitude of

actors, in the current negotiations over Iran’s nuclear program. There clearly exists

a bargain that both the United States and Iran prefer over the status quo and prefer

over a deal imposed through violence. The outlines of this bargain were recently

laid out by negotiators in the framework of an agreement: Iran would give up large

portions of their nuclear program and agree to a robust series of inspections, and

in exchange the United States and the European powers would relax the sanctions

that have been throttling Iran’s economy (Fisher, 2015). Under this proposal, the

United States would have assurances that Iran was much farther from developing a

working nuclear weapon, and would not make progress to such a development, and

in exchange Iran would receive substantial economic relief, and likely reduced risk

of a US invasion. Complicating this bargain, however, is the possible involvement

of Israel. The current Israeli government holds preferences on Iran’s nuclear arsenal

which are substantially more hardline than the United States’ – notably rejecting the

idea that Iran could have a peaceful nuclear program – and feels that this bargain

would be worse than the status quo, and possibly worse than the agreement that

could be won following a military engagement. Thus, the negotiations between the

US and Europe, and Iran are complicated by the need to make a bargain that Israel

3



would prefer to a campaign of airstrikes,2 and this makes it substantially harder for

the involved parties to find a mutually beneficial deal.3

The relationship between the number of actors and the likelihood of a dispute

being resolved peacefully is not a relationship that can be taken lightly. We cannot

simply include a variable for the number of actors in our analyses, and gain a better

model of war and peace. The problem is that the estimators we use in the study of

conflict do not have room to account for the number of actors because they assume

that this number is constant, and they assume that this number is two. The dyad

has, in the past decades, gained pride of place as the dominant unit of analysis in the

study of international relations and conflict. Thus, the differences between dyads and

non-dyads pose a serious problem for our dyadic theories of conflict and our dyadic

statistical models.

1.1 International Relation, Conflict, and Units of Analysis

International relations as a field of analysis has long been preoccupied with deter-

mining the right unit of analysis. Ken Waltz in 1959’s Man, The State, and War

laid out a typology of units of analysis – the leader, the nation, or the international

system – and in 1979’s Theory of International Politics he made the case for the

system as the correct unit of analysis (Waltz 1959; Waltz 1979). This marked a

shift from earlier works which focused on the characteristics of individual nations as

explanations for conflict and the beginning of a prolonged emphasis with the correct

unit of analysis in the study of interstate conflict.

This fit well with the methodological state of the art. These major theoretical

works of scholarship were developed and tested on a small number of incredibly mo-

2 Which Israel has reportedly left on the table (Volsky, 2015) .

3 The negotiations are also complicated by the role of domestic policy, particularly US domestic
policy, in complicating the bargaining process.
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mentous cases: principally the two world wars, but the Cold War could also be used.

If we were to include all of the variables that could potentially be related to war

and peace (individual level variables, state level variables, and those capturing the

interaction between groups of states) we would quickly find our unknowns outnum-

bering our small number of cases. Better then to focus on the really huge differences

between the interwar period and the Cold War, and argue that other factors only

mattered at the margin. The focus on the international system allowed us to theorize

about the causes of war and peace while remaining focused on a limited number of

cases.

That is not to say that there were not projects that looked at the impact of

systemic factors in a large-N quantitative way. J. David Singer and Karl Deutsch’s

Correlates of War project (hence COW), the source of so much of our current quan-

titative work, was initiated as a way to track the impact of systemic factors (princi-

pally the concentration or balance of power) on the frequency of war in the system

(Deutsch and Singer, 1964).

There were some studies that did use the dyad, rather than the system as the

unit of analysis. Quincy Wright prefigured this shift towards the dyad with his early

quantitative work on the causes of war in A Study of War (Wright, 1942). Wright

examined the distance between the great powers on eight measures: technological

(the rate of communication and cultural diffusion between too states), strategic (the

ease of a military attack on one by the other), legal (mutual recognition of legal

authority), intellectual (similarity in logical reasoning), social (similarity of public

opinion on the importance of certain social institutions), political (similarity in public

opinion and spending on different political organizations), psychic (friendliness or

hostility between states) and expectancy (how much each state expects war with

the other). Wright used these dyadic factors as the principal predictors of conflict

between pairs of states. In the 1960s, R.J. Rummel made use of dyadic analysis in
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the study of international relations, arguing that quantitative scholars should think

dyadic ally rather than monadically, and using dyadic analysis eventually culminating

in theories of the democratic peace and then the conflict helix (Rummel, 1976).

By the end of the 1980s, there was a major shift in the study of international

relations. Advances in computational power and availability made it much easier

to do large-N quantitative work. Initially, much of this work focused on testing

the incumbent theories of international relations–are concentrations of power more

dangerous than balances, do states behave differently in the presence of a hegemonic

state, for example. With the move from qualitative to quantitative data came a desire

to change the unit of analysis. The problem with looking at wars in order to ascertain

the causes of war is that you are selecting on the dependent variable, so quantitative

scholars, most famously Bremer (1992) in ”Dangerous Dyads,” popularized a new

unit of analysis–the dyad year. A scholar interested in studying factors that cause

conflict could look at the presence or absence of that factor for a pair of countries,

and whether a war was fought between those countries. Better yet, while there have

been a little over 100 wars since 1816 (the farthest back we are generally willing

to go before skepticism that units are not comparable sets in), there have been

10,000s of dyad years. The massive increase in the sample size allowed scholars

much more freedom to control for other variables which they believed mattered.

With quantitative work and the rise of the dyad, international relations found it

much easier to move away from mono-causal theories of the world and accept that

both the balance of power and factors internal to a state could matter. This trend

reached an apogee in ”Behavioral Origins of War,” where D. Scott Bennett and Allan

Stam looked at 753,306 dyad-years in order to test 46 variables from 16 potential of

theories (Bennett and Allan Stam, III, 2004).

The dyad has a number of advantages as a unit of analysis, especially compared to

something as abstract as the international system. The dyad allows for case selection
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in ignorance of the relevant outcome variable, the large sample size provides sufficient

degrees of freedom to infer about many factors at once. It has been a major advance

to focus on the dyad, but forcing quantitative work into a dyadic framework contains

many of the same pathologies. The dyad-year is straightforward, and easy to perform

analysis on with the technologies and methodological training readily available, but

it has a number of flaws, both theoretically and empirically.

1.2 Dyadic Dominance, Dyadic Problems

1.2.1 Empirical Criticisms

A number of scholars have recently pointed out important flaws in viewing dyads

as the unit of analysis: when the phenomenon one is studying is not purely dyadic,

inference can seriously suffer. By treating dyads as if they are independent, we

make certain incorrect assumptions about the distribution of error. In particular,

dyadic analysis requires these dyads to be independent conditional on the covariates.

If they are not we will have biased and overly optimistic parameter estimates and

misspecified models (Beck et al 1998; Franzese and Hays 2007). We can see similar

criticisms of this unit of analysis in Dorff and Ward (2012), Poast (2010) and Erikson

and Rader (2014). There are certain phenomenon which are truly dyadic, and in the

absence of better methods, applying dyadic analysis will yield some valuable insights,

but technological and methodological advances mean that we do not have to limit

ourselves to dyadic statistical work. Further, we need to be aware that much of

our statistical work is motivated by dyadic theories, and these theories have serious

blindspots when modeling non-dyadic phenomena.

1.2.2 The Hegemonic Theoretical Underpinning of the Dyad: Bargaining

We have not just seen a dominance of dyads in empirical work, this dominance has

also been a theoretical one. Most statistical studies are motivated by, or draw their
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hypotheses from, formal models of interactions between two actors. These dyadic

theories are primarily theories of bargaining.

In a bargaining model, two players with divergent preferences are trying to deter-

mine an outcome, be that a division of a unit of goods, or a policy outcome. Players

may reach some sort of mutually acceptable agreement or bargaining can fail, at

which point an alternative outcome occurs. In the conflict literature, this alternative

outcome is war–modeled as a costly lottery where goods are destroyed and nature

chooses the player who determines the final bargaining outcome.

One of the most important insights of the bargaining model is that war is usually

irrational. Given that war costs blood and treasure, both players would have been

better off ex post if they simply accepted a bargain that was equal to the expected

value of war rather than if they fight. If we look at all of the dyad-years, we see

that war is exceptionally rare. Most of the time it is not worth it for states even to

threaten a war, since doing nothing is preferable to conflict. But while war is rare,

it occurs, and we need our theoretically models to explain why war occurs when it

does. The use of the bargaining model of war in political science has focused on two

major modifications that allow for destructive conflict – incomplete information and

commitment problems.

Since the publication of “Rationalist Explanations for War,” incomplete infor-

mation has been the most prominent mechanism used to explain conflict (Fearon,

1995). States may be poorly informed about their opponents’ capabilities and re-

solve. Since stronger or more resolved states will receive a larger share of the pie at

the bargaining table, there is ample incentive to misrepresent these qualities–so the

informational problem is difficult to ameliorate. If there is incomplete information,

states face a risk/reward trade-off at the bargaining table. If the state is sufficiently

accommodating in its offer, the dispute will always be resolved peacefully, but in

many situations the state could have done better by making a smaller offer. So it
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will sometimes be rational for a state to make an offer that particularly strong or

resolute states will reject. Then we will see war as an equilibrium of the bargaining

game. Although a few iterations of the bargaining model of war allow for conflict with

complete information (Powell’s later work on commitment problems and Slantchev’s

examination of war as a continuous bargaining process being the most prominent),

the majority of formal accounts for war rely on incomplete information to generate

conflict (Powell, 2006; Slantchev, 2003).

When there is a commitment problem a bargain that may be beneficial to all

players at a certain moment will become unacceptable to one of the players in the

future. The shadow of the future then makes conflict preferable to a non-credible

agreement. For a commitment problem to inhere, actors need to be bargaining over

a future stream of benefits with no way to lock in an agreement and force either

party to commit to the bargain in perpetuity. The actors can, however, turn to war

in order to ensure a future settlement of the issue and the fact that power changes

over time makes this inefficient and destructive option desirable (Powell, 2006). We

see examples of commitment problems when the economic fortunes of two states are

shifting over time, when the good being divided itself has military value and so could

influence future conflictual outcomes, or when there are certain moments that are

particularly beneficial to one player or the other.4

The key with this bargaining model – which provides the theoretical mechanism

for so many studies of the causes of conflict – is that state interaction is dyadic

in its purest form. Two states exist in a vacuum dealing only with each-other,

and only factors that effect this dyadic relationship, informational asymmetries and

4 Some discussions of the bargaining model of war have put forth issue indivisibility as a third
explanation for rational conflict. However, the explanation is little used both because the interesting
dynamic – how the good becomes indivisible – are prior to the bargaining model and because
formal work has shown that issue indivisibility is simply a special case of commitment problems.
Indivisibility can be overcome by side payments or lotteries, but these may not suffice due to the
difficulty of ensuring that all parties are committed to such solutions (Powell, 2006).
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commitment failures, can cause this relationship to break down into war. However,

I argue that the relationships between states are deeply un-dyadic, and that even

traditional dyadic relationships are affected by the anticipation and possibility of

third party intervention or reaction.

1.3 My contribution

In this dissertation, I try to outline some of the serious flaws of dyadic models

and to propose non-dyadic models that can help us to better understand conflict,

both theoretically and empirically. In the first chapter of my dissertation I model

a bargaining episode between three players and demonstrate its marked divergence

from canonical bargaining models. In traditional two player bargaining models, it

is irrational for states to go to war. I find this irrationality of war to be in part

an artifact of limiting the focus to two players. In the model in chapter one, three

states are bargaining over policy, and each state has a preference in relation to this

policy. When these preferences diverge enough, it can become impossible for players

to resolve their disputes peacefully. One implication of this model is that differences

between two and three player bargaining is not just a difference in degree, but a

difference in kind.

Chapter two tests whether this model is just an artifact of a particular set of

assumptions. I extend the bargaining model to allow for N-players, allow for different

alliance dynamics, and modify the types of policies being bargained over. I find that

not only do the results hold, in many cases they are strengthened. The second

chapter also changes chapter one’s model so states are bargaining over resources

rather than policy which results in a surprising finding: while we might expect states

to be more willing to fight in defense of the homeland than over a policy, if more than

two states are involved, it is in fact the disputes over territory that are significantly

more peaceful.
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In the final chapter of my dissertation, I attempt to apply the insights from

the theoretical chapters to the study of interstate conflict and war. In particular,

I compare a purely dyadic model of interstate crises to a model that accounts for

non-dyadic interdependencies. The non-dyadic model that I present is an Additive

and Multiplicative Effects Network model, and it substantially outperforms the tra-

ditional dyadic model, both in explaining the variance of the data and in predicting

out of sample. By combining the theoretical work in the earlier chapters with the

empirical work in the final chapter I can show that not only do dyadic models limit

our ability to model the causes of conflict, but that by moving beyond the dyad we

actually get notable gains in our ability to understand the world and make predic-

tions.
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2

More Dangerous than Dyads: How a Third Party
Enables Rationalist Explanations for War

The current dominant explanations for conflict are generated from the bargaining

model of war. This model has been used to motivate empirical work on the onset,

duration and recurrence of interstate and civil war; to show how factors such as

economic interdependence and foreign support for insurgency lead to war; and even to

explain non-conflictual phenomena such as sanctions and the international criminal

court (Walter, 1999, 2009; Werner and Yuen, 2005; Fortna, 2003; Schultz, 2010;

Polachek and Xiang, 2010; Gartzke and Boehmer, 2001; Drezner, 2003; Simmons

and Danner, 2010). In this model, war results from two states failing to come to a

mutually preferable settlement. A major insight of the bargaining model is that war

is ex post irrational for both states; in this model if there is conflict, either incomplete

information has obscured this mutually beneficial agreement, or states are unable to

credibly commit to abide by it.1

1 Some discussions of the bargaining model of war have put forth issue indivisibility as a third
explanation for rational conflict. However, this explanation is rarely used both because the inter-
esting dynamic – how the good becomes indivisible – occurs prior to the bargaining episode and
because formal work has shown that issue indivisibility is simply a special case of commitment
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I argue that this key insight of the bargaining model – that there is always that

agreement all states prefer to war – is an artifact of limiting the analysis to two

players. When there are more than two players, the players’ preferences regarding

the issue will sometimes be so disparate that there is no way to reach an agreement

that will dissuade all of them from fighting.

In some ways, this finding is analogous to other theoretical findings about the

difference between two-player dynamics and those involving more players. In sys-

temic theories of international relations, bipolarity was thought to be abnormally

peace prone, while multipolarity was much more unstable (Waltz, 1979). The me-

dian voter theory breaks down as an equilibrium when we introduce a third candidate

(Patty et al., 2009). In bargaining over coalition formation, circumstances with only

two major parties are uninteresting and easy to solve, whereas the measures that

parties use to choose partners in multiparty settings are the subject of serious aca-

demic debate (Laver et al., 2011).2 Similarly, bargaining among more than two states

is not merely different in degree from bargaining between two states; it is a different

type of bargaining and is significantly more dangerous and war prone.

To examine how the bargaining model of war fares when we leave the world of the

dyad, I propose a model of bargaining in which the dyadic assumption is relaxed in

the smallest way possible–by adding a third player. I examine the equilibria of this

game with two and three players and show how war is possible in the three-player

game despite the absence of normal mechanisms for war. I discuss the circumstances

under which war becomes more likely by using comparative statics generated by

simulation. Finally I discuss a case of failed three player bargaining: the 1982 Israeli

problems. Indivisibility can be overcome through side payments or lotteries, but these solutions
may not suffice because ofthe difficulty of ensuring that all parties are committed to such solutions
(Powell, 2006).

2 Another example would be that immediate deterrence is trivially easy to maintain, while ex-
tended deterrence is fraught with danger (Schelling, 1966; Huth and Russett, 1988).
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war in Lebanon.

2.0.1 Dyadic Bargaining Models

The use of the bargaining model in the study of conflict has generally focused on

two major explanations for war: incomplete information and commitment problems.

These explanations for war have generally held whether bargaining is conceptualized

as a state making a take it or leave it offer, as in Fearon (1995), or as a set of

alternating offers, as in Powell (1999).

When there is a commitment problems, a bargain that may be beneficial to all

players presently will become unacceptable to one player in the future. The shadow

of the future renders conflict preferable to such an agreement.(Powell, 2006). We can

similarly see that commitment problems inhere because states need to pay a cost to

protect themselves from their rivals, and by fighting a rival, they can not only gain

the disputed good but also reduce the needed expenditures to defend themselves

from that state in the future (Jackson and Morelli, 2009).

Informational asymmetry occurs because states may be poorly informed about

their opponents’ capabilities or resolve (Fearon, 1995). As stronger, more resolved

states receive a better outcome in a settlement, there is incentive for misrepresenta-

tion. States face a risk/reward trade-off: if the state is sufficiently accommodating,

the dispute will be resolved peacefully, but occasionally, the state can do better by

making a smaller offer, which will lead to war if they face an unexpectedly resolute

foe.

Scholars have examined the sensitivity of the bargaining model’s results (in partic-

ular,esults concerning incomplete information) to complicating the bargaining pro-

cess. Leventoglu and Tarar (2008) demonstrated that giving the less advantaged

state the opportunity to make a counteroffer and fight if it was rejected allowed

the bargaining back and forth to better inform players and avoid war. In contrast,
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Langlois and Langlois (2006) demonstrated that in the presence of alternating offers

and the ability to continue bargaining while fighting, conflict could arise even while

states were fully informed because a revisionist state must probabilistically threaten

war in to spur concessions. A serious critique of contemporary bargaining models

is raised by Wagner (2000) who argues that the assumption that war is simply a

costly lottery is problematic for the model’s results. Modeling war as a continuous

bargaining process allows us to show that informational asymmetries can drive both

onset and continuation and that, as battles are fought and offers rejected in the con-

text of costly fighting, a process of wartime convergence of information occurs until a

bargain can be reached (Slantchev, 2003; Smith and Stam, 2004; Filson and Werner,

2002). In most of these bargaining models, it is important to note that there are

only two players, and war is usually avoidable.

2.0.2 Models Incorporating Additional Players

There have been some attempts to expand bargaining beyond the dyad. Many of

these models focus on domestic constituencies affecting bargaining leverage. If a

leader is playing a two-level game, that leader is more likely to achieve favorable in-

ternational outcomes with an unsupportive populace than a quiescent one (Putnam,

1988). A similar effect is posited if a domestic audience punishes leaders for backing

down (Fearon, 1994). Third parties can also be conceived as helping players signal

their resolve and ameliorate incomplete information (Kydd, 2006; Schultz, 1998).

Attempts to apply bargaining logic to the study of domestic conflict have also

expanded the game beyond two players. We have seen work that argues that an

increasing number of players who can veto a peace settlement renders compromise

more difficult by exacerbating informational and commitment issues and shrinking

the available bargaining space that all players prefer to war (Cunningham, 2006).

Where these papers differ is that the model in this paper concerns war onset, applies
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to contexts beyond intrastate war, and provides an explicit means of determining

how different factors affect the likelihood of war as the number of players changes.

Most of this work operates under the framework of incomplete information,

whereby I examine how additional players modify informational requirements for

peace or endogenously change the games informational content. This paper steps

back and examines the effect of an additional player on the simplest and most peace-

prone model: a model with complete information and an absence of commitment

problems. Furthermore, this paper’s findings stand in contrast with those of most of

these models.3 Indeed, most models focus on third parties ameliorating informational

issues and making war less likely, whereas the model presented here demonstrates

how third players can make war unavoidable even with complete information.

2.1 The Model

2.1.1 Players

In this three-player bargaining model, there is a policy dispute that can be settled

through either peaceful negotiation or war. Each player in the model is a state with

both an interest in the disputed issue and the ability to fight to see its preferred out-

come enacted. In this model, each of these states has three relevant characteristics:

a preference over the disputed issue, military capabilities, and the cost associated

with going to war.

In this model, in contrast to many two-player bargaining models, states are bar-

gaining over the preferred outcome of a policy issue rather than purely distributional

concerns. In two-player bargaining, the decision does not matter; in fact the two

choices are isomorphic. In Reiter (2003)’s review of bargaining models of war, he

treats the two in tandem, discussing “disagreement over resource allocation and/or

policy choice.” When we add any number of additional players, the concepts di-

3 With the exception of Cunningham (2006).
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verge.4 Each state has a preferred policy outcome, or ideal point, which I represent

as a point in a one-dimensional issue space.5 Without loss of generality, we order

the states such that the ideal point for state 1, s1, is 0, s2 is larger than s1, and s3 is

larger still. At the end of the game, each state will lose utility based on how far the

final outcome is from its ideal point.

If states choose to fight rather than to successfully negotiate, the outcome of war

is a costly lottery, with the odds determined by the states’ capabilities.6 Each state

i has a capability ki where ki ą 0. If state i were to fight a war against state j,

the probability that state i would win is ki
ki`kj

, and if all three players were involved,

the probability that state i would triumph would be ki
k1`k2`k3

.7 If a state wins in

4 By making this decision, I am unable to represent disputes in which each player is simply trying
to maximize its share of an excludable good, such as the division of Poland among Prussia, Austria,
and Russia. If one believes that most disputes, or important disputes, are purely distributional, this
model will not be useful. I would argue that many disputes and conflicts could be better represented
as disputes over policy. Moreover, bargaining over policy allows me to represent situations in which
players have similar preferences and in which the benefits to players of policy concessions are non-
excludable. The model can thus represent policies, such as Iran’s nuclear program and Pakistan’s
decision to aid the United States in the war on terror, as well as disputes over the division of a unit
of a good between two players, such as the division of Crimea or the Diaoyu/Senkaku islands. Note
that if the setup of the model were exactly the same except that bargaining concerned distributional
issues exclusively, the results would be markedly different and less interesting. In particular, as
shown in the appendix, if three players bargain over a unit of goods, then in a game with complete
information and an absence of commitment issues, there will always be a way of dividing the good
such that all players will prefer to go to war. Ironically, this is the opposite distinction drawn in
Ray (2009), who found that excludable goods are more prone to conflict than are public goods.

5 Note that the results of the model hold when the model is extended into with an additional
dimension.

6 On the one hand, as Wagner (2000) has noted, the model loses verisimilitude by abstracting war
into a lottery. On the other hand, the discussions of war as a continuous bargaining process have
focused on how war fighting eventually leads to informational convergence, and that with complete
information, models with war as a lottery or a bargaining process have yield the same results –
successful initial bargaining (Smith and Stam, 2004; Slantchev, 2003). An examination of the effect
of incomplete information in three-player war would have to seriously consider a more complex
view of war, but since because this paper focuses on the complete information case, I believe this
simplification is warranted.

7 By using capabilities to determine probabilities of victory, rather than simply having p12 “
P pState 1 defeats state 2q and so on to determine probabilities of victory, I restrict the possible
outcomes of conflict and attempt to guard against the equilibria being the resultings of from corner
cases where probabilities of victory are intransitive. This approach also helps build a closer link
between the parameters in the model to observable factors for empirical analysis.
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a war, that state determines the policy and sets it to its ideal point. Each state

that is involved in war will also pay a cost ci for player i such that ci ą 0. This

cost represents the deadweight loss of war, in men and materiel, and it can also be

interpreted as a measure of a state’s resolve – if a state has high costs of war, then

the policy benefits will seem less impressive compared with the costs, and the state

will not be resolute on the issue, whereas a low cost implies that a state cares deeply

about the issue

Each player i’s utility from the game is 1 ´ EpPolicy Distanceq´ Any Cost of

War.

2.1.2 Sequence of Play

The sequence of play is represented by the game tree in figure 2.1. The game has

three main stages: the generation of a policy offer, acceptance or rejection of that

offer, and the decision by any nonbelligerent players to join a conflict or abstain from

joining the conflict.

A key distinction between the sequence of play in this model, and in most two-

player bargaining models, is that I do not assign one of the states the responsibility

of choosing the negotiated settlement offer. Rather, I exogenously generate an offer

by using a decision rule chosen to maximize the likelihood of peace. Such a rule is

used to prevent the results of the model from being driven by the choice in bargaining

protocol.8 In particular, the initial bargaining offer follows two rules:

1. If there is an offer that satisfies all three players and that leads to a peaceful

outcome, choose the median of these successful offers.

2. If no offer exists that satisfies all three players, offer a policy equivalent to the

8 This policy offer is the results of from some bargaining process, though but I remain agnostic
as to regarding whether it is “take-it-or-leave-it” bargaining as in Fearon (1995), or some form of
alternating offers as in Powell (1999) or Leventoglu and Tarar (2008).
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Figure 2.1: Sequential form for three-player bargaining. The information sets
represent the simultaneous decision to accept an offer or attack another player. The
terminal nodes are labeled with the number of players involved in the final conflict
or H if the final outcome is peaceful.

median player’s ideal point (s2).

We could think of this as the offer being made by an unbiased mediator whose

only interest is to avoid war. Alternatively, one could think of this as being analogous

to the role of the auctioneer in a Walrasian market equilibrium, a player whose only

interest is to maximize the efficiency of the outcome.

Once the initial offer is made, each state simultaneously chooses whether to accept

the offer and remain peaceful or to reject the offer by attacking one of the other

players. If each player chooses to accept the offer, the game has a peaceful and

efficient outcome, and each player receives utility based on the distance between

the initial offer x and the respective ideal point. Thus, for state i, the utility from

accepting x is:

Uipxq “ 1´ |x´ si| (2.1)

If the offer is rejected by at least one player, the outcome of the game will be
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war. In particular, the game will end in a war involving all states that either attacked

another player or were attacked. If all three states are participants in the war (for

example, because states 1 and 2 both attacked state 3 or because state 1 attacked

state 2, which attacked state 3), then state 1 (for example) will receive the following

utility from a conflict involving all players:

U1pW123q “ 1´
k2s2

k1 ` k2 ` k3
´

k3s3
k1 ` k2 ` k3

´ c1 (2.2)

or unity less the distance between state one’s ideal point and the other states’,

weighted by the probability that each other state will triumph, less the cost of war

to state one.

If all three states are involved in war, the game terminates; similarly, the game

ends if all players accept the initial offer. However, if only two players are involved

in conflict, the third player can choose to either join the conflict or stay out of it.

I allow for this additional decision to allow for potential dynamics of deterrence in

the model. For example, if the United States is willing to accept an offer concerning

the Taiwan Strait rather than fight but if China would prefer a dyadic war with

Taiwan, I would like the model to be able to capture the ability of the United States

to deter China with the threat of a three-party war. Given that joining a conflict is

an additional decision, states can include calculations about the actions of a third

player when deciding whether they prefer war to the proffered settlement. If the

third state joins, the outcome is as discussed above, that is, a general three-player

war, whereas if this state stays aloof and refuses to join, the outcome will be a dyadic

war. The utility for a participant in the dyadic war (between state i and j) is as

follows:

UipWijq “ 1´
kj|si ´ sj|

ki ` kj
´ ci (2.3)
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While the excluded player does not fight, it is still affected by the outcome because

of its concern in the disputed policy. The utility for the uninvolved state (player l)

is

UlpWijq “ 1´
ki||si ´ sl|

ki ` kj
´
kj|sj ´ sl|

ki ` kj
(2.4)

Three assumptions merit discussion for the sequence of play in this game: the

informational environment, the commitment technology used, and the possibility of

alliance dynamics if all three players are involved in conflict.

This game is one of complete information – players are fully informed of every

other player’s capability, preference, and cost of conflict. This assumption is not

made because of any belief that informational issues do not matter. In fact, one could

argue, as Cunningham (2006) and Esteban and Ray (2001) do, that the severity of

informational issues increases as the number of players increases. Rather, I assume

perfect information to demonstrate that even when the normal mechanisms for war

are gone, we can still have conflict in three-player bargaining. Similarly, I attempt

to minimize the role of commitment problems in this game. In this game, there is

no shadow of the future affecting the players’ decisions, and they are blessed with

perfect commitment technology – if the players are able to agree to a compromise,

this compromise will take place with perfect enforcement. Now, it is true that when

viewed through a dyadic lens, there may be mutually agreeable settlements that two

states cannot commit to, but this is less because either state has an incentive to

renege on the agreement and more because the third party may attack and spoil the

agreement.

If all three states are involved in a war, the war will be modeled as one of “all

against all.” Each state will have an independent probability of triumph and associ-

ated utility. One could argue that the model ignores coalition dynamics: two states
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with similar preferences might decide to work together to ensure a mutually ben-

eficial outcome. This is less of an issue precisely because of the decision to model

bargaining as the determination of a policy on a policy space. If two players have very

similar preferences, they effectively form an endogenous alliance: if either of them

were to win, they would set the policy to their ideal point, and both members of

this pseudo-alliance thus would be happy. However, alliances may actually be more

effective than they appear just from looking at their combined capabilities. Thus, I

also examine an extension to the model in which states formally choose sides, and

members of the two-state alliance have an additional likelihood of defeating their

lone opponent. This model is somewhat more complicated, but I can show that un-

less the added benefit of fighting in an alliance is particularly large, the alliance-less

model’s main results will hold, I investigate this model in chapter 3.

2.2 Some Findings from Three-Player Bargaining

In this three-player bargaining game, states are confronted with an initial choice:

accept a compromise, or fight a dyadic war. In canonical two-player bargaining

games, offers that causes all players to reject violence and settle peacefully will

always exist. This remains true in this model if you simply remove one of the three

players. In the two-player variant of this model, state 1 will accept an offer if it

preferable to her outside option and thus

1´ |x| ą 1´
s2k2
k1 ` k2

´ c1 (2.5)

implying that x P p´ s2k2
k1`k2

´ c1,
s2k2
k1`k2

` c1q. Similarly, state 2 will accept an offer

if x P p s2k2
k1`k2

´ c2, s2 `
s2k2
k1`k2

` c2q. We thus have a guaranteed range of agreement

p s2k2
k1`k2

´ c2,
s2k1
k1`k2

` c1q because the cost of war is always positive. Therefore, in the

two-player game, there always exists an offer that is mutually preferable to dyadic
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war. This ceases to be the case when a third player is introduced.

When we introduce a third player, each player gains an additional target for

attack, and thus, an additional outside option. The introduction of a third player

renders it more difficult for an offer to be preferable to dyadic war. State 1 will prefer

to accept an offer x rather than fighting states 2 and 3 if and only if both

1´ |x| ě 1´
s2k2
k1 ` k2

´ c1 (2.6)

and

1´ |x| ě 1´
s3k3
k1 ` k3

´ c3 (2.7)

Therefore, player 1 will accept x only if:

09 ď x ď minp
s2k2
k1 ` k2

,
s3k3
k1 ` k3

q ` c1 (2.8)

We denote the set of values of x that can satisfy equation 2.8 as X1. Similarly, player

2 will only accept an offer x if:

x P ps2´minp
s2k1
k1 ` k2

,
ps3 ´ s2qk3
k2 ` k3

qq´ c2, s2`minp
s2k1
k1 ` k2

,
ps3 ´ s2qk3
k2 ` k3

qq` c2q (2.9)

Similarly, the range of values for x in equation 2.9 is denoted X2. Player 3 will accept

an offer x if and only if

s3 ´minp
s3k1
k1 ` k3

,
ps3 ´ s2qk2
k2 ` k3

qq ´ c3 ď x ď s3 (2.10)

which is henceforth referred to as X3.

9 Technically, there are is a range of values that will also satisfy player 1 which that are smaller
than 0, and equivalent values that satisfy player 3 which that are greater than s3, but for simplicity’s
sake, I limit my analysis to offers that are in the range of the three player’s ideal points.
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For notational purposes, we denote the set ts2, s3, k1, k2, k3, c1, c2, c3u ” Θ. The

relationship between Θ and equations 2.8, 2.9, 2.10 is the subject of the first propo-

sition.

Proposition 1.1: DΘ, such that Ex P X1 XX2 XX3. Thus, for certain values of Θ, x

cannot satisfy equations 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10, because X1 XX2 XX3 “ H.

There are certain constellations of cost, ideal points and capabilities such that

no offer can satisfy all players: any compromise that is preferable to fighting for

player 1 and 2 will be inferior for player 3, who will prefer one of the possible dyadic

conflicts. This proposition does not necessarily imply that war will be the outcome of

the game; the utility of war will be conditioned on whether the excluded player (the

player who is not attacked by the dissatisfied paper) intervenes. What the proposition

does show, however, is that there will not always be a negotiated settlement that is

jointly preferable to particular dyadic wars.

We prove existence here by demonstrating one case where the three constraints

cannot simultaneously hold. For a more complete list of cases, see subsection [dyad:constraints]

in the appendix.

Consider a conflict between equation 2.8 and equation 2.9 and in particular,

consider the cases where player 1 is considering attacking player 2 and player 3 is

considering attacking player 1. In other words consider thatX
1

1 “ r0,
s2k2
k1`k2

`c1s, X
1

3 “

rs3 ´
s3k1
k1`k3

´ c3, s3s. By the definitions of X1 and X3, they will be subsets of X
1

1 and

X
1

3.
10

For certain values of Θ, Ex such that x P X ‘
1 and x P X ‘

3. This is equivalent to

saying that the larger edge of X
1

1 is smaller than the smaller edge of X
1

2, or

10 The sets will be identical if k3s3
k1`k3

ą k2s2
k1`k2

and ps3´s2qk2

k2`k3
ą s3k1

k1`k3
, if either inequality does not

hold, X1 and X3 will be smaller subsets, and obviously, if two sets do not intersect, the subsets will
not intersect.
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c1 ` c3 ă
s3k3
k1 ` k3

´
s2k2
k1 ` k2

(2.11)

This will hold, implying existence for Proposition 1.1, if s3 and k3 are sufficiently

large. Because neither value is constrained, we have demonstrated existence of a set

Θ wherein the parameters make it impossible to generate a compromise x that is

jointly preferable for player 1 and player 3 to starting dyadic wars with player 2 and

player 1, respectively. Thus Proposition 1.1 is proved.

Of course, this does not mean that bargaining will always be inferior to dyadic

conflict. For many values of Θ, bargaining will occur just as it did in the canonical

two-player game, with all players accepting the initial offer. Proposition 1.2 shows

the existence of these cases.

Proposition 1.2: DΘ, such that Dx P X1 XX2 XX3. Thus, for certain values of Θ, x

can satisfy equations 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10 because X1 XX2 XX3 ‰ H.

Proposition 1.2 is the complement of Proposition 1.1. It shows that while some

values of Θ preclude a settlement that is jointly preferable to dyadic war, other values

of allow for just such a settlement. Proving Proposition 1.2 simply requires that I

find a set Θ such that constraint 2.11 does not hold, and finding such a Θ simply

involves sufficiently large values of c1 or c3. Thus existence is simple to demonstrate.

2.2.1 Entering a Dyadic War

If we have in one of those cases where we there is a set of parameters, Θ, such that

no offer is jointly preferable to dyadic war, we then want to examine whether such a

war is a possible equilibrium outcome. We would like to know whether the excluded

player will enter a dyadic war (making it a general war) or abstain, causing it to

remain dyadic.

If player 1 and player 2 were fighting, player 3 would enter the conflict if and only
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if

1´
k1s3
k1 ` k2

´
k2ps3 ´ s2q

k1 ` k2
ă 1´

k1s3
k1 ` k2 ` k3

´
k2ps3 ´ s2q

k1 ` k2 ` k3
´ c3 (2.12)

which can be rewritten as:

c3 ă s3p
k1

k1 ` k2
´

k1
k1 ` k2 ` k3

q ` ps3 ´ s2qp
k2

k1 ` k2
´

k2
k1 ` k2 ` k3

q (2.13)

To understand the dynamics of bargaining, we are primarily interested in the

players’ choices to enter the conflict when rejecting an offer is rational and when

they are on the equilibrium path, that is, when Θ is such that Proposition 1.1’s

existence result holds or at least one player prefers a dyadic war to any possible

offer. When this existence result holds, for every offer x, there will be one player

who chooses to attack, one player who is the target, and one player who can either

choose to enter the conflict or abstain from fighting. We term the attacker, the

defender, and the potential joiner PApxq, PT pxq, PJpxq, respectively.

Proposition 2: DΘ, such that Ex P X1XX2XX3 and such that PJpxq plays “Not Join”

for all x P p0, s3q.

There are cases where no value of x can jointly satisfy all three players, but no

matter which two players end up fighting, the third player will not join the conflict.

Given that there is no offer that is jointly preferable to dyadic war and given that

dyadic war will be the outcome of an attack, if the existence proof in Proposition 2

holds, we will see a dyadic war as the game’s only equilibrium.

To demonstrate existence, we again turn to the case where Θ is such that X
1

1 

XX
1

3. In this case, if x P p0, k1s2
k1`k2

` c1q, then P1 “ PApxq, P2 “ PT pxq, P3 “ PJpxq and

if x P p s3k3
k1`k3

´ c3, s3q, then P3 “ PApxq, P1 “ PT pxq, P2 “ PJpxq. If neither holds, then

we can have subgames in which either player 3 attacks player 1 or player 1 attacks

player 2. We thus need to investigate the decision of whether to join for players 2

and 3. For player 2, the inequality that determines this decision is
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c2 ă s2p
k1

k1 ` k3
´

k1
k1 ` k2 ` k3

q ` ps3 ´ s2qp
k3

k1 ` k3
´

k3
k1 ` k2 ` k3

q (2.14)

and for player 3, the inequality is described in equation 2.13. We are therefore

looking for a set Θ that simultaneously satisfies inequality 2.11 and fails to satisfy

inequalities 2.13 and 2.14. Failing to satisfy inequality 2.14 is simple: c2 does not

appear in the other two inequalities; therefore, we are free to assign it any value

greater than 0, and for a sufficiently high value of c2, we ensure that player 2 will

not join a conflict. For the calculation of whether player 3 joins, we can demonstrate

existence by taking the lowest possible cost of war for which player 3 plays “Not

Join” and determining whether inequality 2.11 is still possible to satisfy. With some

algebra, we can substitute and rearrange the inequality to provide a new constraint.

There will be no value x that satisfies inequality 2.11 and player 3 will not intervene

if

c1 ă
s2k2
k1 ` k2

`
s3pk1 ` k2q

k1 ` k2 ` k3
´

s3k3
k1 ` k3

´
s2k1
k1 ` k2

´
s2k2

k1 ` k2 ` k3
(2.15)

To show that values of Θ exist such that this inequality holds, note that as k2

increases, the limit tends to

c1 ă s3 ` s2 ´ s2 ´
s3k3
k1 ` k3

“
s3k1
k1 ` k3

(2.16)

Thus, existence is proved for Proposition 2. Further, we have proved the existence

of equilibria for Θ that satisfy the preceding constraints as follows. Nature proposes

a compromise x˚ P p0, s3q. If x˚ ą k2s2
k1`k2

` c1, player 3 attacks player 1, and player

2 abstains from entering the conflict. If x˚ ă k2s2
k1`k2

` c1, player 1 attacks player

2 and player 3 abstains from entering the conflict. Here, we see one of the major
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results of three-player bargaining and one of the crucial differences from traditional

dyadic models: despite the inefficiency of war, complete information and perfect

commitment technology, in some cases, dyadic war will be unavoidable.

2.2.2 Joiners, Deterrence, and General Wars

We now consider the set of cases where a player would be willing to enter a dyadic

conflict, and determine whether the willingness of the third player to enter a conflict

will always lead to successful deterrence and peaceful equilibria or whether it will

allow for equilibria in which all three players are involved in conflict.

When PJpxq is willing to play “Join”, this will alter the range of values PApxq

is willing to accept. For example, player 1 prefers fighting player 2 rather than

accepting an offer x if

x ą
k2s2
k1 ` k2

` c1 (2.17)

but if player 3 would play join in this circumstance, player 1 will accept any offer x

such that

0 ď x ď
k2s2 ` k3s3
k1 ` k2 ` k3

` c1. (2.18)

We call the range of values acceptable to player i if player j would play join (assuming

that Pj “ PJpXq) X
pjq
i .

Proposition 3.1: DΘ such that EX1XX2XX3, for some x P p0, s3q, PJpxq plays “Join,”

and EXi XXj XX
pjq
l .

This proposition states that there will exist sets of parameters Θ where no com-

promise is preferable to dyadic war. An excluded player is willing to intervene in

some dyadic conflicts, but the excluded player’s entrance does not expand the bar-

gaining range (X
pjq
l ) enough to allow it to intersect with the bargaining ranges of

the other players and therefore to allow peaceful negotiation to prevail. Thus, an
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offer will be made, it will be rejected when one player attacks another player, and

the third player will then enter the conflict.

To prove existence, we again return to our case where X
1

1 and X
1

2 have no inter-

section and player 2 will never intervene because of the high value of c2. In this case,

however, we ensure that player 3 will intervene because constraint 2.13 is satisfied.

To satisfy proposition 3, no overlap between X
p3q
1 and X ‘

3 must exist, which implies

that

s2k2 ` s3k3
k1 ` k2 ` k3

` c1 ă
k3s3
k1 ` k3

´ c1 (2.19)

There exist sets of parameters Θ that satisfies these constraints. This holds

whenever:

k1 ă
k3s3 ´ k3s2

s2
(2.20)

c3 ă
k2k3s3 ´ k2k3s2 ´ k1k2s2

k21 ` k1k2 ` 2k1k3 ` k2k3 ` k23
(2.21)

c1 ă
k2k3s3 ´ c3k

2
1 ´ c3k1k2 ´ 2c3k1k3 ´ c3k2k3 ´ c3k

2
3 ´ k1k2s2

k21 ` k1k2 ` 2k1k3 ` k2k3 ` k23
(2.22)

These constraints can be satisfied,11 and thus we have shown existence for Propo-

sition 3. Nature offers x P p0, s3q. If x P p0, s3k3
k1`k3

´ c3q, player 1 attacks player 2 and

player 3 plays join. If x P p s3k3
k1`k3

´ c3, s3q, player 3 attacks player 1, and player 2

plays abstain.

We complete the set of possible outcomes with Proposition 3.2, which concerns the

existence of equilibria where no offer is preferable to dyadic war but the willingness

of players to join the conflict ensures that the final outcome is peaceful.

11 Note that the upper bound of these parameters is monotonically increasing in s3 (which has the
same effect for player 3’s decision to enter a conflict), and since the possible values are unbounded,
we can always increase s3 until the constraints are all met.
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Proposition 3.2: DΘ such that, EX1XX2XX3 for some x P p0, s3q, PJpxq plays “Join”

and DXi XXj XX
pjq
l .

This proposition will hold in the case above whenever constraint 2.11 is satisfied,

but constraint 2.22 is not or when

k2k3s3 ´ c3k
2
1 ´ c3k1k2 ´ 2c3k1k3 ´ c3k2k3 ´ c3k

2
3 ´ k1k2s2

k21 ` k1k2 ` 2k1k3 ` k2k3 ` k23
ă c1 ď

s3k3
k1 ` k3

´
s2k2
k1 ` k2

´c3

(2.23)

To show existence, we simply need to prove the left term can be smaller than the

right term. We can see this by looking at the limit as s3 increases without bound.

In this case, the inequality reduces to:

k2k3s3
k21 ` k1k2 ` 2k1k3 ` k2k3 ` k23

ă
s3k3
k1 ` k3

(2.24)

which is equivalent to k2k3s3 ă s3k3pk1 ` k2 ` k3, which is obviously true. Note

that this limit shows that for us to see a conflictual equilibrium with all three states

fighting, it is not enough for one state to have preferences wildly dissimilar from the

other three. If that is the case, the other two’s will behave more and more as if

their preferences are identical, and deterrence becomes more likely. Rather, conflict

is more likely when all states have similarly dissimilar preferences.

These propositions lead to four possible types of equilibria, which can all exist

depending on the value of Θ. There can be peaceful equilibria because of either

satisfaction with the offer given or deterrence and preference of the offer to a three-

state war, there can be dyadic war, or there can be three-state war. In the next

section, I discuss the equilibria more substantively and then examine comparative

statics through simulations that explain when the outcome will be violent or peaceful.
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2.3 Equilibrium Analysis

If this involved had two players bargaining over a disputed issue, there would be a

unique equilibrium: peace. The inclusion of a third player substantially increases the

variety and violence of possible outcomes. In the game with three players, there are

four types of equilibria: peace due to agreement on the policy or successful deterrence

and wars due to sufficiently divergent preferences where deterrence is absent or fails.

In this section, I examine each equilibrium once I introduce a third player. Then, I

discuss the comparative statics and takeaways from this model.

2.3.1 Equilibrium 1: Peace through Similar Interests

A key difference between two-player bargaining and bargaining with additional play-

ers is the proliferation of outside options. In the two-player game, there is only one

target to attack if a proposal is rejected; if add an additional player is added to the

bargaining process, an additional potential war is possible. Furthermore, there are

two other players who each have two such options. Thus, instead of two inequalities

to satisfy, there are have six. Whereas the policy range that players 1 and 2 found

acceptable in the two-player game shared the same center, the expected policy out-

come of a war between players 1 and 2, there may be no equivalent point of overlap

in the range of policies that player 1 prefers to attacking player 2 and the values that

player 3 prefers to attacking player 1.

Yet, just because a peaceful overlap of preferences is not guaranteed in a three-

player bargaining game does not mean that it cannot exist. The existence of this

type of equilibrium was shown in Proposition 1.2.

We see an example of this type of equilibrium, in figure 2.2. Here, a range of

policies preferable to any possible war exists. The key difference between this equi-

librium and the equivalent one in the two-player game is that this zone of agreement
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is not assured, and when it exists, it is significantly smaller and more constrained.

When the cost of war is sufficiently high or when player preferences are sufficiently

similar, we will see peace because each player finds a given compromise less painful

than fighting for a better one. We might see an example of this equilibrium when we

look at policy disputes among allies: Germany and France might have a markedly

different ideal policy concerning spying by the NSA on foreign governments than

does the United States, but the importance of this issue is subsumed by their desire

to keep reasonably good relations with their ally. Thus, the cost of war would dwarf

any potential benefits of achieving better espionage policies.

2.3.2 Equilibrium 2: War Due to Disparate Preferences, Lack of Deterrence

Our second equilibrium is a violent one. The intuition here is that the distribution

of preferences makes it impossible to satisfy everyone. We could view this as the

bargaining space becoming endogenously indivisible: any bargain that would satisfy

two of the three players is worse than war for the third player and is thus unrealizable.

In this equilibrium, the excluded player also prefers not to join the conflict. The range

of policies each player prefers to dyadic conflict is disjoint, and once a dyadic conflict

begins, the conflict does not grow larger. The existence of this type of equilibrium

is stated in Proposition 2.

An example of this type of equilibrium is displayed in figure 2.4(a). In this

figure, I display only the two ranges that are disjoint and driving the conflict. Even

if all four other policy ranges are perfectly peace prone and well behaved, the lack

of overlap between two policy ranges guarantees that the equilibria are driven by

violence. In the two-player game, peace was incentive compatible, but when we have

three players with divergent preferences, finding a bargain that is mutually preferable

to war is sometimes impossible for states. As an example of this type of equilibrium,

consider the situation facing the Prime Minister of Pakistan trying to address both
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the United States and the Pakistani Taliban. If Pakistan cooperates with the United

States in the war on terror, it will face serious threats of additional IEDs and suicide

bombings, whereas if Pakistan tries to avoid conflict with the Taliban by ignoring

the United States’ demands for cooperation, the risk of drone strikes will increase

substantially.12 Whereas if they try to avoid conflict with the Taliban by ignoring

the United States’s demands for cooperation, the risk of drone strikes will increase

substantially.13

2.3.3 Equilibrium 3: Successful Deterrence

The introduction of a third player in bargaining has two countervailing effects. Until

now, I have focused the discussion on the first effect: third parties create regions in

the bargaining space where peaceful agreement is impossible, thus potentially elimi-

nating the prospects for peace. However, third parties can also have deterrent effects.

When a player in this game chooses war, the excluded party has an opportunity to

join the fray. The addition of this player can significantly reduce the benefits of

war for the attacking player such that they would rather have accepted the proffered

bargain. Where war and violence were (in the two-player game) strictly dominated

by peaceful negotiation, in the three-player game, the threat of violence may be the

only way to preserve peace. The existence of this equilibrium is stated in Proposition

3.2.

We see this potential equilibrium in figure 2.3(b). The original policy ranges are

the same as in in subsection 2.3.2; there is no overlap between the bargains that

player 1 prefers to attacking player 2 and those that player 3 prefers to attacking

12 As the New York Times noted, “The group [the Pakistani Taliban] accused the Pakistani gov-
ernment of siding with the United States in its war against terror, and vowed revenge...” (Times,
2013).

13 The Daily Telegraph quoted a Pakistani security official saying “The talks in Chicago [on Pakistan
allowing NATO convoys to use Pakistani roads] did not go well and now we see a spike in drone
activity: Do the math, as our American friends might say” (Crilly, 2012).
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player 1. Yet, in one of those cases, the bargaining range is extended by the addition

of player to a war between player 1 and 2 down the game tree, which deters player.

We see this dynamic at play in a number of cases, where two of the states are

great powers and the third is one of their clients. For example, in the Taiwan

strait, there is no overlap between the policies that China would prefer to attacking

Taiwan, assuming that the United States would not intervene, and the policies that

are acceptable to Taiwan and the United States. Yet, China does not believe that

it would be able to invade Taiwan without US intervention, so moderate policies

become tolerable and peace in the strait endures.

2.3.4 Equilibrium 4: Deterrence Fails, General War

The final equilibrium of the game shares many similarities with the previous two

equilibria. As in the second type of equilibrium, there are sufficiently diverse policy

preferences to make harmony impossible, and as in the third type of equilibrium, we

see that the willingness of excluded players to join the conflict expands the range of

acceptable bargains. This deterrent effect is insufficient, and the larger bargaining

ranges still fail to overlap, which may be due to the weakness of the potential inter-

vener or the initial belligerents’ resolve with or divergence in their preferences. Given

that deterrence is attempted but unsuccessful, we may see general conflict in which

all three players are involved (depending on the initial offer). This equilibrium’s

existence is detailed in Proposition 3.2. An example is illustrated in figure 2.4. Note

that the threatened intervention of a third party expands the range of acceptable

bargains, but there is still no possible bargain that all sides will prefer to war. An

example of this equilibrium is discussed in section 2.4.
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2.3.5 Comparative Statics

While it is useful to understand that war occurs in some cases in equilibrium, the

factors that drive war and peace are also quite relevant. I examine at simulated

results of the model for different values of each of the parameters and show how

certain summary statistics drive higher or lower likelihoods of war.14 In particular,

I examine each combination of c1, c2, and c3 between 0.05 and 0.4 by steps of 0.05;

k1, k2, and k3 in integers between 1 and 4; each instance of s2 between 0 and 2 by

steps of 0.05; and each instance of s3 between s2 and 2 by the same steps. There

are 6,888,000 such cases, of which and 75,051 have violent equilibria. I focus on the

standard deviation of preferences to show how spread out preferences are and the

standard deviation of capabilities, to determine the extent to which we have either

a balance or a preponderance of power.

There is a consistent positive link between variance in preferences and a higher

incidence of war. In figure 2.5(a), the variance in s1, s2 and s3 is plotted against the

proportion of cases for which the equilibrium is war. At the same time, there are

negative second order effects in the middle of the range of values, where increasing the

spread of preferences somewhat decreases the risk of war. This might occur when

an increase in the spread of preferences nudges a borderline deterrer into action.

From these comparative statics, we can also observe that while larger spreads in

preference are associated with a higher risk of war, violent conflict still occurs when

the variance in ideal points is small, demonstrating that these results are not driven

solely by the fact that these ideal points are unbounded. While there are some areas

14 I use simulation here because of the difficulty of analytically deriving relationships. There are
effectively eight variables in the model driving a binary outcome, and these variables are both
interconnected and non-monotonic in their effects. For example, an increase in the cost of war
for a state might reduce the probability of war by making that state more likely to compromise,
but it might also increase the risk of war by removing that state’s ability to pose a deterrent
threat. Similarly, the variables’ effects depend on each other: increasing the strength of a state
with moderate preferences will have radically different consequences than increasing the strength
of a state with extreme views on the issue.
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where the effect is non-monotonic, on the whole disputes with more closely clustered

preferences are much less likely to end in violence.

As shown in figure 2.5(b), the relationship between capabilities and the incidence

of war is consistently negative. The relationship also gains some credence as it

comports with the findings of a number of other theoretical and empirical studies

(Filson and Werner, 2002; Smith and Stam, 2004; Reed, 2003).

2.3.6 Model Implications

A major finding of the bargaining model of war has been the general irrationality

of war, and this finding is diminished by three-player models. When two players

are bargaining over a disputed good or issue, we can generate a bargaining range

around the expected outcome of war and peacefully resolve the dispute. Incomplete

information might hinder our ability to identify that range, or commitment problems

might make agreeing to such a bargain difficult or impossible. However, excluding

those exceptions, the bargaining model finds that war is irrational. This happy and

peaceful state of affairs is partly an artifact of using only two disputants. The ex-

pected outcome of a war between any two players will necessarily be better than war

for each of them, but this is not so for a third party. In three-player bargaining, find-

ing bargains that satisfy all three players is more difficult and, in certain situations,

impossible (despite complete information and no commitment problems). Thus, war

is a rational recourse.

Now, this finding may have interesting implications for the role of incomplete

information in generating conflict. If peace is the only possible outcome when states

are completely informed, then informational asymmetries either do nothing or cause

war. Yet, in some three-player conflict situations, incomplete information might

be the only hope for peace. If the parameters are distributed such that there is

no bargain that all three players would prefer to war, then there might be a better
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outcome if a state overestimates the strength of moderate forces or sees its opponents

as more extreme than they actually are. In this way, introducing a third party into

bargaining model provides insights that are more in line with models of extended

deterrence, where uncertainty is often used to create successful deterrence or to

incorporate claims about the virtues of strategic ambiguity.

The model has also given us some insight into the effects of certain state char-

acteristics on the likelihood of war. Where state capabilities are concerned, three-

player bargaining can provide an additional way in which balances of power are more

dangerous than preponderances of power. This model highlights the importance of

state preferences. Contrary to systemic theories of international relations, states are

not black boxes; they have particular interests and preferences on a range of issues.

These preferences can drive conflict; when a group of states has relatively similar

preferences, then their differences will not be worth fighting over, but when these

preferences are far apart, it may be impossible to find a compromise that is accept-

able to all parties. We might interpret this finding as an alternative way to motivate

findings about democratic and autocratic peace: if similar domestic institutions lead

states to similar views on a wider range of issues, then those states will be more

likely to resolve their disputes without resorting to war.

2.4 An Empirical Illustration: Distant Preferences and the War in
Lebanon

In June of 1982, Israel’s ambassador to England was seriously injured in an attack by

a Palestinian extremist group. The Israeli government responded with bombing raids

on the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) headquarters in Beirut, which

were automatically answered by field guns and rockets that were fired at Israeli

settlements in Galilee. This was the necessary provocation Israeli PM Menachem

Begin and Defense Secretary Ariel Sharon needed to launch an invasion of Lebanon
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that had been planned for some time. On Sunday, June 6, Israel sent ground troops

into Lebanon. The plan called for military engagement with not only the PLO but

also the Syrian troops still stationed in Lebanon (Schiff and Ya’ari, 1984). The

military engagement in Lebanon lasted approximately two and a half months, but

the ensuing Israeli occupation would continue until 2000, ending with Israel’s main

strategic goals unfulfilled (Maoz, 2006). This empirical illustration focuses on the

disputes that led to the war in Lebanon, especially the reasons why they were not

resolved peacefully.

The crisis in Lebanon escalated to war in large part because the dispute was

not limited to bargaining between Israel and Lebanon. Rather, both states had to

consider Syria, which is adjacent to Lebanon, had maintained a military presence

in the country, and had demonstrated a willingness to invade. Unfortunately, the

preferences and goals of Israel, Lebanon, and Syria were irreconcilable, so war was

inevitable.

Israel’s interest in Lebanon was largely influenced by the fact that the PLO had

taken refuge in Lebanon. For Israel, the PLO’s removal from Lebanon (where they

could attack the occupied territories) would be the sine qua non of an acceptable

settlement, which would also need to include the removal of Syrian troops from

the country. Israel’s ideal outcome was significantly more ambitious. In Lebanon,

the Maronite Christian minority had been fighting for some time with the Muslim

majority, which was backed by the PLO (and eventually Syria). Israel’s aims were to

establish Maronite Christian hegemony in Lebanon, create a regime that would be

willing to negotiate a treaty with Israel, lock in friendly relationships, and marginalize

Syria and the PLO (Maoz, 2006).

Israeli leadership believed that the import of Lebanon to their security was enor-

mous. Sharon argued that if they achieved their aims in Lebanon, the PLO would be

isolated in Damascus, allowing Israel to bargain with moderates in the West Bank
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and eliminating the threat of Syria. “Sharon explained to his aides that, in his

estimation a successful operation in Lebanon would ensure unchallenged Israeli su-

periority for thirty years to come, during which time Israel would be free to establish

fait accomplis in its best interests” (Schiff and Ya’ari, 1984)[p. 43].

The Israeli government’s aims were very far from those of the other parties to the

crisis, and it was deeply invested in realizing those aims. This commitment was paired

with optimism concerning Israel’s ability to achieve its aims, which reasonably arose

from its conventional military superiority, the full-throated support of the Reagan

Government, and a history of success in conflict with the Arab states.

Syria obviously had somewhat different goals regarding Lebanon. It wanted

Lebanon to remain a pliable client state, which was not occupied by Syria but open

to a Syrian military presence, housing the PLO and electing the leaders selected by

Syria. Syrian President Hafez Asad found common cause with Syrian nationalists

in pursuit of the idea of “Greater Syria” not in a union of Syria with her neighbors

but as a confederation of independent states aligned against Israel and led by Syria

(Maoz, 1988). Syria demonstrated a willingness to manipulate elections and to send

troops into Lebanon to ensure that Lebanese politicians were friendly to their aims.

Syria did not want a war in Lebanon, and it went to some lengths to avoid

giving Israel a casus belli. Syria had de facto control of Lebanon, with troops on the

ground and the ability to remove unfriendly governments. Despite being seriously

outgunned by Israel in the conflict, Syria was willing to fight once it was clear that

an Israeli attack on Lebanon was unavoidable. Syrian resolve was strengthened by

the perceived risk of an attack on Damascus if Israel triumphed (Seale, 1988).

For the Lebanese government, the situation was less clear. The Lebanese gov-

ernment, until the Israeli invasion, was oriented toward Syria. It was somewhat

ambivalent toward the PLO, but it was willing to allow the PLO’s continued pres-

ence in the country and was closer to the PLO than to the Maronite Christians. If one
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were to plot the ideal points of Israel, Lebanon, and Syria on a line, Lebanon would

be in the middle but would be closer to Syria than to Israel by a significant margin

(Rabinovich, 1985). As the stakes of the conflict were the continued sovereignty of

Lebanon and the rule of the government, Lebanon’s resolve was high.

2.4.1 Applicability of the Model

The conflicting goals and willingness of both Israel and Syria to go to war to defend

their interests rendered peace impossible. As Patrick Seale noted in his biography

of the Syrian leader, “Asad and Begin, champions of irreconcilable visions, came to

blows, as they were bound some time to do, over Lebanon in what was to be the

goriest engagement in the struggle for the Middle East” (Seale, 1988)[p. 366]. Israel

and Syria had previously tried to reach a moderate negotiated settlement concerning

Libya, following a missile crisis in 1981: the deal allowed PLO and Syrian forces

in Lebanon conditional on their not attacking Israel. This agreement, which was

as moderate as Syria would accept, was not sufficient for Israel, which sought an

excuse to attempt to impose a better agreement (Seale, 1988). The relative positions

of Israel, Lebanon, and Syria made finding a mutually beneficial agreement and

avoiding war impossible.

The problem in Lebanon was not asymmetric information. The states were cog-

nizant of the stakes as well as the goals and capabilities of their rivals. It was not

commitment failure: there were abundant third-party guarantors, including both re-

gional powers and the superpowers that could help enforce agreements. Rather, the

need to satisfy Israel, Syria and Lebanon rendered a reasonable compromise impos-

sible. The situation was further complicated by Syria’s ability to defray some of the

costs of fighting because the fighting would take place in Lebanon, which would bear

the brunt of the assault. Thus, the need to satisfy all three parties led to not only a

bargaining failure but also a general conflict among all three participants.
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2.5 Conclusion

Understanding bargaining with multiple participants has major implications for our

understanding of international relations theory, empirical studies of conflict, and the

conduct of peacekeeping and mediation. The model presented in this paper has

demonstrated an important and little discussed scope condition for the bargaining

model of war – these models have valuable insights under a dyadic framework, but

if we relax the two-party assumption, a major finding of the models, the basic irra-

tionality of war, vanishes.

By examining three-player bargaining, we are able to see a novel explanation

for war based on neither incomplete information nor commitment failures. If there

are more than two actors involved in a conflict, some configurations of preferences,

capabilities, and resolve render successful bargaining impossible. If states have very

divergent preferences, deriving an offer that satisfies all parties may be impossi-

ble, and war will become inevitable. These findings have pessimistic implications

for policymakers seeking to avoid war. Incomplete information can be ameliorated

with repeated interaction, third-party mediation, or iterated bargaining. Commit-

ment problems can be avoided through institutional design or third-party guarantors.

When war is driven by incommensurable state preferences, avoiding war becomes im-

possible unless peacekeepers seek to alter the domestic preferences and policy of the

disputants or are willing to risk war themselves in the name of deterrence.
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Figure 2.2: Bargaining Space in a Three Player Game Where Harmony is Possible:
Each Line indicates the bargaining space of one player with another player. The
player prefers war to the gray areas on the bargaining space, and prefers the black
areas to war. The red area is the point of overlap between the 6 bargaining spaces.
Note that this assumes no player will intervene in a conflict. Also note that these
bargaining spaces are results of the following set of parameters: k1 “ k2 “ k3 “
1, s2 “ .5, s3 “ 1, c2 “ c3 “ .1, c1 “ .31
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Figure 2.3: How Intervention Effects Bargaining in the Three Player Game: Each
Line indicates the bargaining space of one player with another player. The player
prefers war to the gray areas on the bargaining space, and prefers the black areas to
war. The red area is the point of overlap between the 6 bargaining spaces: note that
in subfigure (a) there is no red space. The green space in subfigure (b) indicates how
player 1’s bargaining range is extended if player 3 intervenes in a conflict between
player 1 and player 2 Also note that these bargaining spaces are results of the following
set of parameters: k1 “ k2 “ k3 “ 1, s2 “ .5, s3 “ 1, c1 “ .125, c2 “ .5, c3 “ .1
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Figure 2.4: How Intervention Fails Effect Bargaining in the Three Player Game:
Each Line indicates the bargaining space of one player with another player. The
player prefers war to the gray areas on the bargaining space, and prefers the black
areas to war. The red area is the point of overlap between the 6 bargaining spaces:
note that in both subfigures there is no red space. The green space in subfigure (b)
indicates how player 1’s bargaining range is extended if player 3 intervenes in a
conflict between player 1 and player 2 Also note that these bargaining spaces are
results of the following set of parameters: k1 “ k3 “ 1, k2 “ 3, s2 “ .1, s3 “ 1, c1 “
.1, c2 “ .5, c3 “ .1
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Figure 2.5: In each of the above plots, the x-axis indicates the standard deviation
of an important parameter, and the y-axis represents the proportion of equilibrium
which are violent where the parameter has those values. The points represent the
mean value for those cases where the standard deviation is less than or equal to the
point on the x-axis, and greater than that of the previous point–for example, for
ideal points the first is the mean level of conflict for cases with standard deviation
between 0 and 0.1, the second between 0.1 and 0.2, and so forth. Each line of fit is
significant beyond the 0.001 level.
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3

When You Assume...: Testing the Sensitivity of a
Three Player Model of Bargaining

My three player model of bargaining examines how sensitive bargaining models are

to changes in an assumption – that bargaining is limited to two states – yet, the

model of bargaining I introduce is, itself, full of many such assumptions. When

bargaining is between two actors, there will be a very scarce set of circumstances

under which war is possible in equilibrium, but when we remove this restriction,

we can see conflict under a much wider range of circumstances. This points to the

importance of the number of players involved in bargaining, but it also highlighted

the sensitivity of these models to changes in their assumptions. Therefore, in this

chapter, I turn a critical eye to my own assumptions.

This chapter focuses on four such assumptions: the number of players, whether

players fight independently or can form alliances, the nature of the policy being

bargained over, and whether states are bargaining over policies at all. The largest

of these is the limitation of the model to three player bargaining – ultimately I do

not want to argue that triads are a superior unit of analysis to dyads. I find that
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irrationality of war in bargaining models is in fact an artifact of two player bargaining,

and that the general case is quite similar to the three player case. If players are

allowed to fight in formal alliances, the results will again stay the same as long as

the benefits of fighting in these alliances are not too large. In the previous chapter

states were bargaining over an issue that could be represented in one dimension,

in this chapter I move from a conception of policy as a point on a line to one

where the policy is a point in two-dimensional space,1 there are potential cross-

cutting cleavages, and states are more easily able to compromise and make trade-offs.

Relaxing this assumption does not remove the risk of war, and in some it actually

makes war more likely. Finally, I investigate the results of switching the subject of

bargaining from policy to division of goods. In the two player world, whether the

bargaining is over division of goods or over policy, it operates identically, but in a

three player model these types of bargaining diverge.

Two of the assumptions made in the three-player bargaining model, limiting the

number of players and the number of dimensions, were made for analytic tractability.

Demonstrating that peace is the only equilibrium of a two-player complete informa-

tion bargaining game took three equations, doing the same for a three player game

takes upwards of 40, and the number increase even more when we add a fourth or

a fifth player. While we can prove existence in these cases, saying anything about

the dynamics in an analytic framework becomes increasingly difficult. Further, the

non-monotonic relationship between variables and the presence or absence of war

becomes more unwieldy as the number of variables is a function of the number of

players. The increase in the number of dimensions does not make the demonstration

of existence more difficult, and I do in fact investigate this analytically, but determin-

ing whether effects are knife-edged is easier done by solving the model algorithmically

rather than analytically. I follow de Marchi (2005) in using computational techniques

1 Or potentially states are bargaining over two issues at the same time.
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to investigate the assumption space and the parameter space simultaneously. The

games are still deductive ones with unique solutions, but by deriving the solution to

an instantiation of the game using computational algorithms, and by looking at the

macro-level effects using simulations, I can view the the results of the model under

a wider set of assumptions and a wider set and in a wider set of situations.

3.1 N Player Model

We have already seen that the bargaining model of war can be particularly sensitive

to changes in the number of players. There are substantive differences in the ability

to avoid war in a dispute involving two states and one involving three. However,

one might wonder whether these differences are unique to the three player case,

or whether they generalize to any number of actors larger than two. It could be

that the general peace prone nature of bargaining reasserts itself if we have four

or more players – structural theorists of international relations have remarked that

triads are the most unstable configuration because of the incentive for two to work

together to eliminate the third player and divide the spoils among themselves. A

cautionary example in this regard would be the Median Voter Theory. This theory

held that when there are two candidates they will each converge on the policy favored

by the median voter. Relaxing that model to allow a third candidate led to chaos

– no policy functioned as a pure strategy equilibrium – but the introduction of a

fourth player restored some degree of order (two candidates would now converge on

the 25th quantile and two on the 75th), and it turned out that the Median Voter

Theory predicts order for even numbers of candidates, and chaos for odd numbers

(Ordeshook, 1986). Going to great pains to show that dyads do not accurately

capture the true data-generating process, and then blithely moving to triads would

be little better than staying with the dyad in the first place. Therefore, in the next

section I generalize the model of bargaining to one that can have N players, and
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show that the same dynamics exist as do in the three-player bargaining game, and

the results still hold.

3.1.1 Algorithm for equilibrium

Allowing each player to attack another player, or join a conflict conditional on who is

fighting leads to a dizzying number of terminal nodes in cases where there are more

than three players, and so I use computational methods to determine the answers

to the following questions: are their any number of players where this game is war

prone despite the complete information and lack of commitment issues, and if so

what are the comparative static relationships between the parameters of interest –

states capabilities and preferences – and the incidence of war.

To determine the equilibrium, I begin by taking a possible peaceful settlement,

from the line between the smallest and largest ideal point (for the sake of speed in

finding peaceful offers we start with the median and then alternate increasingly large

and small values moving by a predetermined small granularity, in this case I used

0.01). We then see if any player would prefer a conflict with any other player to war,

if so we commence war between those two players, recording the order of players in

a list as [target, initiator] and recalculate utilities. We next need to determine if

anyone would like to join the war. If someone joins the war, we add them to the

order of joining as [target, initiator, first joiner] and recalculate utilities. We repeat

this until no one wants to join the conflict. We then unwind the list of joiners and

determine if anyone would have preferred not to join the conflict given the resultant

actions. We begin with the second to last joiner: if this player would prefer not to

join, we have them exit and remove subsequent joiners from the conflict, record the

conflict which they were deterred from joining (which they will no longer be willing

to join, realizing the sequential actions which follow will yield less utility) and then

return to the step of determining if anyone would like to join. We iterate this process
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until one of two stopping conditions is met: either no player prefers any war to peace,

or their is a war, no player who is not involved would like to join it, and no involved

player would prefer not to be involved. If the first stopping condition is met, we can

store the parameters and classify them as peaceful, if the second condition is met,

we rerun the algorithm for a slightly larger (or smaller) value of the initial offer,

if no value (for sufficiently small granularity) results in a peaceful settlement, the

parameters are classified as violent and stored. The algorithm for how to classify

equilibrium as peaceful or violent is shown in represented in figure 3.1.

3.1.2 Simulation Results

To determine the comparative statics, I ran 50,000 iterations of the game, 10,000 for

each of 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 players. I create a set number of players who had their cost

of war, capability, and preference drawn from an appropriate distribution: si was

drawn from a Uniform(-2, 2), ki from a Poisson(4) + 1, and ci from a Uniform(0,1).

Of these 50,000 observations, about 10,000 end in war.2

One of the most interesting, regularities in this model is that an increase in the

number of players is monotonically associated with an increase in the risk of war.

Adding an additional player has two effects: the additional player has preferences

that needs to be satisfied, and can potentially prevent players from arriving at certain

bargains, which makes it less likely that a single point can satisfy everyone, but an

additional player also increases the number of players who might intervene in a

conflict, decreasing the benefits of fighting. In practice the first effect swamps the

second, as shown in figure 3.2 where the risk of conflict is about 3% in a three player

conflict and reaches nearly 40% when there are 7 parties to a dispute. In addition,

2 These distributions were chosen such that si takes on a range of real numbers that could be
positive and negative, ci was strictly positive but smaller, and ki was an integer. Changing the
distributions would change the relative likelihood of war and peace, but it would not change the
relationships between the variables and the risk of war.
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in figure 3.2 I compare these predicted rates of conflict to the observed incidence

of conflict for both Militarized Interstate Disputes and ICB Crises. We see that all

three cases have similar slopes and positive effects on the risk of war, and that in

particular the incidence of war with the various numbers of players in the model,

and in MIDs are very close.3

To look at the effect of preference on the resort to war, I look at the variance

in ideal points and compare the incidence of war for these different variances. Here

we find a robust positive relationship between disparate preferences and violent out-

comes. Those cases that ended in war had variance of ideal points of about 0.09

higher than those cases that did not result in war (the standard deviation of the

data is about 1), and a simple two-sample t-test found that the probability that this

is due to chance was minuscule (about 3 ˚ 10´11). If we look at the risk of conflict as

we increase the variance of preferences, (as pictured in figure 3.3 we also find that it

climbs from 0.04 at the lowest observed variances (variance below 0.23), and climbs

to 0.25 when the variance rises above 1.3. If state preferences are very similar, no

levels of the other covariates will make war an equilibria, but if they have a serious

disparity in their preferences, then a wide range of other covariates will make war

the unique outcome of bargaining.

For capabilities, the lone important factor is the relative levels: a case where

three players have capabilities of 1,2, and 4 has the same outcome of one where

the values are 30, 60 and 120. So here I transform the capabilities into probability

of victory and find the variance. Here, the cases where there is war have about

0.11 lower variance in capabilities than peaceful equilibria, and a t-test finds the

likelihood this difference is due to chance to be about 2.2 ˚ 10´16. Looking at the

probability of war at each level for variance in probability of victory, in figure 3.3 we

see a non-monotonic relationship, but the overall trend is negative.

3 Though some of that is an artifact of the distributional parameters chosen in simulation.
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3.1.3 Empirical Implications

By extending the model from 3 to N players, we see that the comparative statics

endure, and we also gain leverage on the relation between the number of players on

the escalation from disputes to war. It is useful to know that the effect of preferences

and capabilities does not change, at least in direction, when we move beyond three

players. This allows us to pool cases with three, and more than three players in our

analysis and trust the effects of our proxies for these variables. We also find that

the overall level of violence differs as we increase the number of players involved in a

bargaining episode, and it appears to increase monotonically. Thus, while we should

expect divergence in preference to have the same destabilizing effect in three, and

more than three player contexts (and to have little effect in two player disputes),

and divergence in capabilities to have a pacifying effect no matter the number of

players (even in purely dyadic cases), the baseline level of violence should differ. In

classic dyadic disputes, we should have an extremely low level of violence, whereas

as we add more players, these same factors will still inhere, but we will also have a

monotonically increasing risk regardless of the number of players.

3.2 The Enemy of My Enemy: Bargaining with Formal Alliances

In the model of bargaining presented in this dissertation, if all three players fight,

they each fight independently. I believe this has been a defensible decision because

similar preferences would in effect create endogeneous alliances. However, it might

be the case that alliances offer benefits that make them more than the sum of their

parts. Thus we could model a conflict with all three players as a potential conflict

between two alliances. In this section, I modify the final stage of the game to give

an advantage to those states who are fighting together, and give a disadvantage to

the state fighting on its own. In particular, if all three players choose to fight in the
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Figure 3.3: Comparative Statics from Simulation: The horizontal axis contains
possible values for the variable of interest, and the vertical axis shows the probability
of war for values at or around that value. In particular, they contain the probability
for war when values of the parameter of interest are greater than the previous value,
and less than or equal to the value on the horizontal axis.

first stage and two players choose to attack the third player, they are in a de facto

alliance and have an advantage in their probability of victory. Similarly, if only two

players are involved in conflict in the first stage, in the final stage of the game, the

excluded player may choose to do nothing (leading to a dyadic war) they may choose

to enter as an independent state (leading to a war of all against all) or they may

enter attacking either player (leading to a war of one state against an alliance).

The only difference in utility functions in this model is encapsulated by the term

α. Here, α P r0,minpki, kj, klq{2s represents the advantage that the states who are

fighting together have over what would occur if they were fighting on their own. It

could represent increased domestic legitimacy derived from being part of a larger

coalition allowing increased resource mobilization, it could represent the sharing

of military strategy and technology that enables each state to punch above their

weight, it could represent the difficulty of fighting a war on two fronts, or it could

represent some combination of benefits of alliances. Of course, in many cases alliances
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will actually be less effective than might be expected looking at capabilities alone:

alliances may have difficulty coordinating, and confusion in the chain of command

when it comes to fighting for a common good, and allies might have an incentive

to hold back and let their partner do the lion’s share of the fighting and dying.

For the sake of this extension, I assume that there is some benefit to being in an

alliance, and thus α is positive. The way α effects the outcome of conflict is that

if state i and j are allied against state l, the probability that i will triumph will

be ki`α
ki`kj`kl

, whereas the probability that state l will triumph will be kl´2α
ki`kj`kl

.4 The

value of α might depend on the relationship between offense and defense5, it might

depend on the particular political history between the allied states, as a history

of joint operations would lead to bureaucratic infrastructures that accentuate the

benefits and minimize the drawbacks of alliances, and it might depend on the ease

of conducting joint operations.

3.2.1 The Decision to Ally

Given the introduction of this term alpha, we consider the decision of a third party

to join or abstain from a dyadic conflict.6 The utility of the excluded player l in a

dyadic war between players i and j is:

UlpWijq “ 1´
ki|si ´ sl|

ki ` kj
´
kj|sj ´ sl|

ki ` kj
(3.1)

4 We could have a model with more verisimilitude if instead of α, we had αi,j wherein there was
separate levels of compatibility for each pair of states. In the equilibrium of this game, states only
ever ally with one other possible state (the one with the closest ideal point) and so having pair-
specific values would simply give the modeler more degrees of freedom to allow war to remain an
equilibrium.

5 wherein technology that makes defense easier allows the lone state to defend against one enemy
more easily while attacking the other

6 The same calculus would be at play if we consider the decision in the first stage to attack or
not, conditional on the other two players fighting
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the utility of joining a conflict as an independent party remains:

UlpWijlq “ 1´
ki|si ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
´

kj|sj ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
´ cl (3.2)

whereas the utility for joining on the side of i and j are:

UlpWil´jq “ 1´
pki ` αq|si ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
´
pkj ´ 2αq|sj ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
´ cl (3.3)

UlpWi´jlq “ 1´
pki ´ 2αq|si ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
´
pkj ` αq|sj ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
´ cl (3.4)

What immediately becomes obvious is that joining the conflict as an independent

party is strictly dominated for all α ą 0 by joining allied with one player or the other.

If one player is ideologically closer than the other, aligning with the closer player is

obviously superior. If the two players are equidistant, aligning with one of them (or

mixing) will still be superior as the increased probability that you will win improves

the utility, and the change in the probabilities of the other two players is irrelevant.

What remains is comparing the utilities of joining in support of the closer player

with the utility of doing nothing. This leads to the following inequality:

1´
ki|si ´ sl|

ki ` kj
´
kj|sj ´ sl|

ki ` kj
ą

1´minp
pki ` αq|si ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
`
pkj ´ 2αq|sj ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
,
pki ´ 2αq|si ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
`
pkj ` αq|sj ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
q ´ cl

If this inequality holds, player l will do nothing and the final outcome will be war

between player i and j, if it fails to hold, player l will join in support of the closer

player.

3.2.2 Equilibria with Alliances

We now return to the two ways that bargaining may fail in a three player context:

there exists no bargain that is preferred by two players to fighting a dyadic war, and
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either the excluded player chooses not to intervene, or alternatively the intervention

does not sufficiently change the attackers calculus and deterrence fails. Alliances

here are a double-edged sword: they make players more likely to join a conflict

which decreases the incidence of war in the first case and increase the likelihood of

successful deterrence, but they also increases deadweight loss when war does occur.

To examine the effect of alliances analytically, I turn our attention to the case

where there exists no value x such that player 1 prefers accepting this offer to fighting

player 2 and player 3 prefers accepting x to fighting player 1. For this to be the case,

we need the largest value of x that is acceptable to player 1 to be smaller than the

smallest value of x acceptable to player 2, in other words:

k12s2
k1 ` k2

` c1 ă
k3s3
k1 ` k3

´ c3 (3.5)

Here player 2 will intervene in a war between player 1 and player 3 iff:

c2 ď s2p
k1

k1 ` k3
´

k1 ` xα

k1 ` k2 ` k3
q ` ps3 ´ s2qp

k3
k1 ` k3

´
k3 ` yα

k1 ` k2 ` k3
q (3.6)

where x, y “ p1,´2q if s2 ă
1
2

else, px, yq “ p´2, 1q. Since c2 plays no role in the

inequality determining if player 1 and player 3 can fight, we can set c2 arbitrarily

highly and thus guarantee that player 2 will not intervene (or set it arbitrarily close

to 0 and guarantee player 2’s intervention).

Player 3 will intervene when

c3 ď s3p
k1

k1 ` k2
´

k1 ´ 2α

k1 ` k2 ` k3
q ` ps3 ´ s2qp

k2
k1 ` k2

´
k2 ` α

k1 ` k2 ` k3
q (3.7)

To determine if there exists an equilibria where war occurs and neither player inter-

venes, we can (as discussed before) set c2 as arbitrarily large and have c3 satisfy the

preceding constraint with equality. We can then plug these values into the previous
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inequality, and determine the values of α that would allow war to be the outcome of

the game. Rearranging terms leads to the constraint that

α ď k1 ` k2 ´
k1k3s3
k1 ` k2

´ k1s3k3 ´ c1pk1 ` k2 ` k3q (3.8)

This is satisfied by a range of positive values of α. Of course, in the original instanti-

ation of the game, without formal alliances, we could say that α takes a value of zero,

and so, this case of equilibria7 faces stricter conditions, and if we assume α is prob-

abilistic, is rarer than in the case where there was no advantage to alliances (other

than the benefits of having a larger proportion of capabilities fighting in pursuit of

a similar goal). The same dynamic occurs for the other 8 pairs of dyadic conflict;

formal alliances make the requirements for the dyadic war equilibrium more difficult,

but the equilibrium still exists, and not just in knife-edge form, even when we give

additional benefits to alliance-members.

We can go through a similar process to determine whether in this situation, there

exists a case where a player does intervene and this is insufficient to deter the initial

attack, leading to three player conflict. Again we examine the case where player 3

intervenes in a conflict between player 1 and player 2, but player 2 does not intervene.

We check the case where player 3’s intervention constraint is satisfied with equality,

thus choosing the largest value for c3 as, if a violent equilibrium exists in that case, it

will exist in range of other cases. There will still be war despite the threat of player

3’s intervention iff:

s3pk3 ` αq

k1 ` k2 ` k3
`

s2pk2 ` αq

k1 ` k2 ` k3
` c1 ă

k3s3
k1 ` k3

´ c3 (3.9)

substituting in the maximum value of c3 such that player 3 would intervene, and

7 Specifically, where no value of x can simultaneously prevent player 1 from attacking player 2 and
player 3 from attacking player 1, and in both cases, the excluded player chooses not to intervene.
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separating out α, we get the inequality:

α ă
s3k1 ` s3k2 ´ s3k3 ´ s2k2 `

s2k2k3
k1`k2

´ s3k1 ´
s3k1k2
k1`k3

´ s3k1 ´ c1pk1 ` k2 ` k3q

2s3 ` 2s2

(3.10)

again this requirement is stricter than the requirement when α “ 0, in the original

form of the game, but there are (nonempty) sets of parameters that satisfy it. So,

even when the excluded player is willing to intervene against the initiator of a conflict,

there will be certain cases where deterrence fails and all three players are involved

in conflict.

3.2.3 Implications of Alliances

In this extension, we move from having alliances endogenously to having explicit

alliances that yield tangible benefits to their members. The effect of these alliances

depend on how large these benefits are. If the benefits (α) are sufficiently large, (such

that they begin to outweigh the effects of the balance of capabilities) the threat of

being on the wrong side of a two on one struggle will make bargaining possible where

it was not in the absence of these alliances. For a range of values of alpha, however,

these alliances will not guarantee peace, or guarantee that deterrence is successful.

For many values of α, the benefits of entering, even with an ally, will not outweigh the

cost of conflict and so we will see dyadic war. Similarly, in some cases the additional

value of alliances will make a player willing to join a conflict but will not lead to

successful deterrence, and so we will see three player war. Thus, we can derive an

additional empirical implication from this model–factors that increase the returns

to alliances should increase the odds of bargaining success and decrease the risk of

war, but in cases where war does occur, it should have more participants. Thus, for

example, we would be less likely to see war in a dispute involving two states with

close military ties.
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If you believe that most of the benefits of an alliance are the additional material

capabilities that can be brought to bear against a common foe, than α should be

small and this extension will have little impact on the validity of the model. If you

believe that alliances are significantly more than the sum of there part, than allowing

formal alliances will significantly reduce the risk of conflict, but it will not send this

value to zero, unless α is very high. Given this outcome, I would argue that extending

the model to allow for formal alliances does not undermine the central findings of

this model: that three player bargaining is more dangerous and war-prone than two

player bargaining, and that preferences8 are an important driver for war and peace.

3.3 Putting Descartes before The Horse: Moving into a Second Di-
mension

A consistent finding of spatial models is the uniqueness of single-peaked spaces.

Policy decisions in a one-dimensional space tend towards the median, but when we

add a second dimension, even one with little variance, then any point in space can

be made an outcome with sufficiently clever agenda-setting behavior (Plott 1967;

McKelvey 1979; McKelvey and Schofield 1987).9 So, in this section, I relax the

assumption of unidimensionality and single peakedness, and allow states to bargain

over a two-dimensional policy space. The intuition behind relaxing this assumption

is simple: if states care about multiple dimensions of policy, it should be easier to

come to a peaceful agreement through side-payments or making tradeoffs on different

issues, as states who have extreme preferences on one-dimension (or issue) might

be willing to compromise to get closer to their aims on another dimension. Many

of the disputes we care about have multiple dimensions: the US and the Soviet

Bloc each cared about the Koreas’ foreign policy alignment as well as their internal

8 Which condition the threshold for alpha necessary to avoid conflict.

9 Except in those cases of extreme symmetry, when a median does exist.
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political and economic systems; Iran’s leaders are concerned with both the relaxation

of sanctions and the state of their nuclear program; the United States wants to replace

Assad in Syria, limit the use of chemical weapons, and has preferences over which

groups would run Syria if Assad were replaced. One could raise the concern that

once we leave the one-dimensional world, the results of the last chapter’s bargaining

model is a knife-edge that depends on restrictive symmetry and the existence of a

median.10 This is unfortunately not the case.11 Extending three player bargaining to

a second dimension does not return us to the universally peaceful world of two-player

bargaining, in some cases it actually increases the likelihood of war. In this section, I

demonstrate analytically how adding a second dimension might make peace possible

in some cases, but in other cases it actually destroys the prospects for peace. I then

attempt to ascertain the extent and circumstances under which my model’s results

and comparative statics hold once we introduce a stochastic second dimension.

3.3.1 An analytical solution

We can show, analytically, that there still exist violent equilibria even when the

disputed policy is multi-dimensional, and that some of these violent equilibrium

would have been peaceful if the states were only able to bargain over one dimension.

To accomodate a second dimension, we need to change the nature of policy offers

and the utility functions of each player. In particular, we have nature choosing a

policy offer px1, x2q P R2,12 with each player having an ideal point on the 1st and

2nd dimension, si1 and si2, where the utility for a policy outcome would to player i

10 For example states having identical preferences on a second dimension, their positions on the
second dimension are the same as those on the first, or these preferences being aligned such that a
median still exists.

11 Well, unfortunate for the prospects of peace, fortunately for the argument being made in this
dissertation

12 Whereas, in the original model, they chose x P R.
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would be:

Uipx1, x2q “ 1´
a

px1 ´ si1q2 ` px2 ´ si2q2 (3.11)

Let us posit the existence of a set of values s11, s21, s31, c1, c2, c3, k1, k2, k3 which

would lead to war if bargaining was limited to the first dimension(by proposition 2

of the previous chapter), and values s
1

21 ă s21 and s
1

31 ă s31, such that if we replaced

s21, s31 with them, the equilibrium would be peaceful. If we take s11 “ 0, s
1

21, s
1

31 as

our first dimension, then there exist values for s12, s22, s32 that will lead to war in

equilibrium of the game with two-dimensional issues. In particular, if s12 “ 0, s22 “
a

ps21q2 ´ ps
1

21q
2, and s32 “

a

ps231q ´ ps
1

31q
2. For any set of costs and capabilities that

lead to a violent equilibrium with a certain set of ideal points in the one dimensional

game, we can generate violent equilibrium with a different set of ideal points on

the first dimension in the two dimensional game by rotating the line of preferences

around the origin (we can also if we choose, shift this line up or down). This is

interesting because it yields us a violent equilibrium in two dimensions even though

the results looking only at the first dimension might be peaceful. In fact, we can

select values for s
1

i1, s
1

i2 such that neither dimension, looked at in isolation is violent,

yet we cannot avoid war when looking at the two dimensions in tandem.

Of course, these results are only part of the picture, we would like to know whether

adding an additional dimension makes the violent results more sensitive, such that

when the preferences are not on a line, peace is inevitable. To answer this concern,

I again turn to simulation, where the second dimension, instead of being perfectly

tailored to preserve the distance between players, is random noise.

3.3.2 The computational algorithm

The computational algorithm I use to investigate bargaining over a two-dimensional

issue is an extension of the algorithm used to solve the N-player game. The key

difference is how we investigate the additional dimension. To solve the game, we
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need to investigate all possible offers13. The space we need to examine in terms of

offers is the rectangle from the largest to the smallest value of each of the dimensions.

I investigate it by beginning at the median on each dimension, then alternating

between larger and smaller values of the first dimension (by increments of 0.01),

holding the second dimension constant. If, holding the second dimension to the

median preference, no offers resolve the dispute peacefully, we check again holding

the second dimension at 0.01 above the median, than 0.01 below, and so on, until

we have checked every 0.01th value on both dimensions.14

I ran 5,000 simulations of the model, which each tested 10 possible configurations

for the second dimensions. In each case, there are three states whose capabilities

are drawn from a distribution Z, where Z = 1 + Y, where Y „ Poisson(4) + 1,

and finally the costs to each player are drawn from a Uniform(0, 0.5) distribution.

Their ideal point on the first dimension is set so that player 1’s preferences are 0,

state 2’s is drawn from a Uniform(0, 0.5), and the distance between state 2 and state

3 is also the result of a Uniform(0, 0.5) draw. We record the results when players

have no variance on the second dimension, and then the results of 10 draws where

the second dimension is the result of a Normal(0, 0.25) draw,15 and look at how

much the results change, conditional on the initial results. We are also interested

in recording the spread and variance in ideal points on the second dimension, and

whether the order on the first dimension is preserved in the second dimension (or

equivalently, completely reversed).

13 Down to a certain level of granularity.

14 One could look at smaller levels of granularity, which would increase accuracy at a high cost in
terms of computational time.

15 I only incorporate a small amount of divergence on the second dimension because each increase
of 0.01 on the second dimension requires us to evaluate 100 times the spread of the first dimension in
terms of offers and thus substantially scales up the necessary computational time. This dimension
is large enough, as will become clear, to show that the general possibility of war is not “knife-edged”
but also to switch the results in a number of cases.
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3.3.3 Results and insights

The $64,000 question, when we move from modeling policy along a single dimension

to modeling it two-dimensional space, is whether we still observe war in equilibrium.

In the simulations, the majority of results were unaffected when we increased the

number of dimensions. Even with a relatively minor second dimension, this should

lead to more confidence in the bargaining model, as it demonstrates that the results

are not “knife-edged.” In comparison, other models of policy that move from one

dimension to two are much more sensitive to introductions of even minuscule second

dimensions. As McKelvey and Schofield have shown, the one dimensional policy

results (that the median policy is chosen) hold totally in one dimension, but the

introduction of a second dimension leads to chaos unless incredibly taxing symmetry

requirements are met.

Introduction of a second-dimension can have no effect, it can make peace more

likely, or it could actually eliminate the prospects for peace. The first two categories

are relatively predictable: in most cases agreement (or disagreement) on a less salient

second dimension is not enough to swamp the violence causing (or negating) effects

of the main dimension. In some cases, this second dimension will open up a range

of potential compromises – for example allowing a player to make concessions on

a separate issue without angering the third player – which will peacefully resolve a

dispute that was insoluble when limited to one dimension. More unexpectedly, in a

number of cases the second dimension is not the savior of peaceful bargaining, but

rather a nail in its coffin; even though neither policy dimension, in isolation, would

provoke a conflict, taking the two of them together eliminates the bargaining range

necessary for peace. The existence of this category also helps increase confidence that

the results of this extension will hold when confronted with a more substantial second

dimension: though there will be more divergence between one and two-dimensional
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results, not all of this divergence will be pacifying, and so we will continue to have

substantial violence. The commonalities, and differences, between the one and two-

dimensional bargaining models are highlighted in table 3.1.

Table 3.1: How the bargaining models results hold and change when states are also
allowed to bargain over a small second dimension.

War in 2D Peace in 2D
War in One Dimension 0.15 0.04

Peace in One Dimension 0.07 0.74

There are two important characteristics of the second dimension that can lead to

divergence between one-dimensional and two-dimensional results: the salience of the

dimension, and whether it acts as a cross-cutting cleavage. The average spread and

variance on the second dimension, and the probability of cross-cutting cleavages are

presented in table 3.2 and sorted by the effect of the second dimension on the final

results. The introduction of a second dimension has little import if states care so little

about it that they are unwilling, under any circumstance, to fight or cease fighting

over this policy dimension. For example, the United States and the People’s Republic

of China might have very similar preferences about whether additional Transformers

movies should be made,16 but this second dimension is likely not salient enough to

impact bargaining on issues such as North Korea’s nuclear program, or the status of

Taiwan.

The second dimension will have a markedly different effect depending on whether

states relative positions are similar to the first dimension, or whether the order shifts.

If the order is the same in the first and second dimension, the introduction of a

second-dimension will simply influence the relative dispersion of players preferences.

If the order is not the same, the second dimension introduces cross-cutting cleavages

which can allow actors to make trade-offs and compromises that are impossible in the

16 The constituencies of both countries are very fond of this movie franchise.
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Table 3.2: Characteristics of the Second Dimension: The columns indicate whether
the equilibrium when considering only one dimension is the same as when considering
two dimensions, whether the outcome is peaceful when considering both dimensions
instead of violent when only considering one dimension, or whether it is violent
when both dimensions are taken into account despite being peaceful when looking at
only one dimension. The rows contain the characteristics of the second dimension:
whether the order is the same as on the first dimension, the spread of the second
dimension, and the variance of the ideal points. All differences have less than 0.001
likelihood of being due to chance.

Same Outcome 2D Better 2D Worse
Proportion Same Order 0.34 0.04 0.48

Spread of Second Dimension 0.04 0.05 0.09
SD of Second Dimension 0.40 0.49 0.66

one-dimensional case: for example, if one state is a moderate trapped between two

extremists on the first dimension, but the extreme states have similar ideal points on

the second dimension, then the second dimension might allow bargaining which would

be impossible previously, because the moderate state can make compromises on the

second dimension (satisfying both opponents) rather than on the first dimension

(where anything that satisfied one opponent would make war more palatable for the

other).

If we look at the simulated data in table 3.2, we see that the more salient the sec-

ond dimension, the more divergence between one-dimensional and two-dimensional

results. What we see is that, when the spread on the new dimension is very high,

when states have higher investment in getting their preferred outcome on this di-

mension, we are more likely to see violent cases (in one-dimension) become peaceful,

and we also more likely to see peaceful cases turn violent. In those cases on the

main diagonal of table 3.1, those cases where the extra dimension has no effect on

the equilibrium outcome, the average spread is about 0.37, and the standard devia-

tion of ideal points on this dimension is 0.026, whereas the cases where the outcome

changes have an average spread of 0.60, and a standard deviation of about 0.076, a
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t-test comparing the two sets finds that the likelihood that this difference was caused

by chance is less that 0.0001. Of interest, we can also note that the average spread

is higher in those cases where the second-dimension makes things worse, moving the

equilibrium from war to peace (average spread is 0.66, standard deviation is 0.09)

then those where the second dimension allows peace when in the one-dimensional

case war is unavoidable (average spread is 0.49, standard deviation is 0.05). A rela-

tively unimportant second dimension will have little effect on the outcome, whereas

a new, salient, dimension can be a force for peace – creating a bargaining range that

otherwise did not exist – or a force that destroys the possibility for peace.

The other characteristic of the second dimension has a more clear effect on the

likelihood of violence: if the second dimension creates cross-cutting cleavages, peace

becomes more likely, if it does not, the second dimension actually increases the risk

of war. As we might expect, in about one-third of cases, the states order on the

second dimension is either the same as on the first dimension, or exactly reversed.

This proportion holds in the large number of cases where the results do not change.

However, in those cases where the results change from war to peace, the same order

holds in only one in twenty cases, whereas the same order holds in about half of

the cases where the second dimension becomes more violent. When states have

similar positions on the second dimension to their positions on the first, the second

dimension can potentially make preferences harder to reconcile by effectively driving

them farther apart, whereas when the order changes, the second dimension can allow

for log-rolling, tradeoffs, and cross-cutting cleavages that will allow us to reconcile

preferences that are irreconcilable when limited to the first dimension.

We can also evaluate the extent to which the comparative static predictions of

the model endure when states shift from bargaining about one-dimensional issues to

two-dimensional issues.We also find continued evidence that as states preferences are

more disparate, it is more likely for there to be war in equilibrium: the relationship
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between variance in preferences and the incidence of war, in the simulated data,

is positive and significant at the 0.001 level. The same is not true for the link

between the variance in capabilities and the risk of war, as that relationship changes

directions.

There are a number of valuable takeaways gained by extending the model to a

second dimension. The biggest implication is that the difference between two-state

bargaining and bargaining with more states endures when there are multiple salient

dimensions: we still see occasions where war in rational and unavoidable. Unlike

spatial voting models, the equilibrium is not dependent on single-peakedness, and

the results can hold under a wide range of circumstances in the second dimension.

We can thus gain additional confidence in some of the main implications of the

model: that war can be ex post rational once we have more than two players, and

that greater distance between players preferences seems to drive conflict. We also

see that the second dimension does sometimes alter the equilibrium results: in some

cases allowing states to include a second dimension in bargaining makes war less

likely, while in other cases it can eliminate the possibility of a peaceful equilibrium.

In particular, we see the second dimension as a pacifying force when it is both

salient and allows for cross-cutting cleavages, while it is a destructive force when it is

salient and the ordering is similar to those on the primary dimension. These insights

also yield interesting questions for future models: what determines the number of

dimensions or issues being bargained over, is it a strategic choice made by the actors,

and if so how does this effect these actors abilities to avoid war.

3.4 Policy vs Dividing Goods

When the bargaining model was extended to three, and later N, players, one of the

most consequential modeling decisions was the type of issue being bargained over. At

the time I argued for bargaining to concern policy, but one could make the opposite
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argument – that bargaining be over the division of a good. Modeling bargaining as

over divisible good has some notable advantages. It is the type of bargaining used

in the two player case and it maps onto dividing territory, a very prominent type

of dispute. If, you see international politics as a zero sum struggle for power, as

some notable voices in international relations do, the only bargaining and war we

should observe would concern division of goods, rather than policy. Interestingly,

when we shift a three player model of bargaining to make the disputed issue a

divisible good, we return to the results of the two player game: we never see war

in a complete information equilibrium without commitment problems. This leads

to some very interesting implications about which types of disputes would be more

likely to escalate to war.

3.4.1 Bargaining Over Distributional Issues

In this variant of the three player bargaining game, three players are bargaining

over dividing a unit of a good between them. In particular, nature will offer x “

px1, x2, x3q s.t. x1`x2`x3 ď 1. Players can either accept this partition, or fight one

of the other players. If player i fights player j, player i receives utility of ki
ki`kj

´ci. If

two players fight, a third player can join the contest to gain some probability towards

earning the good and then each player will earn utility ki
k1`k2`k3

´ ci. If the other

two players fight, the excluded player will get 0 utility. To solve the game, we need

to know whether there will always exist a set of offers that satisfies all players, and

obeys the budget constraint by summing to no more than unity.

We use backwards induction. If all three players are involved in a war, or all

three players are not, the game ends. However, if two players are involved in a war,

the third player (denoted player i) will intervene if and only if:

ki
k1 ` k2 ` k3

ě ci (3.12)
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We can then partition the set of possible cases into those where all three players

intervene, two players, one player, and no players. For the sake of notational ease,

I arrange players such that player 1 will be the player with the largest value of

ki
k1`k2`k3

ě ci such that if any player would intervene it will be player 1, player 2

with the second largest value, and so on. We can then examine the cases sequentially.

If all three players would intervene in a war between the other two players, then

each player will receive a vallue of ki
k1`k2`k3

´ ci from fighting, and so all players will

be satisfied by x “ p k1
k1`k2`k3

´ c1,
k2

k1`k2`k3
´ c2,

k3
k1`k2`k3

´ c3q. If we sum the offers,

we get a total value of 1´ c1 ´ c2 ´ c3, which is obviously smaller than one, and so

there will always exist an offer that satisfies all three players if all three are willing

to intervene in a battle with the other two.

If two players are willing to intervene in a war between the other two (by con-

struction players 1 and 2), then player 3 will always receive a value of k3
k1`k2`k3

´ c3

from fighting. We know, however, from equation 3.12 that this will always be less

than 0. Player 1 and player 2 need to receive a share of 1 that is larger than the

maximum of their payoffs from fighting each other or fighting player 3. If they fight

player 3, the other player will intervene and they will earn ki
k1`k2`k3

´ ci whereas if

they fight each other they will earn ki
k1`k2

´ ci which is obviously larger. Therefore,

we can set x3 “ 0, x1 “
k1

k1`k2
´ c1, and x2 “

k2
k1`k2

´ c2. With these values all players

prefer to accept the initial offer (or are indifferent between accepting the offer and

fighting) and the offers sum to less than one.

If only one player is willing to intervene in a war with the other two players, then

we know that for i P t2, 3u:

ki
k1 ` k2 ` k3

ă ci (3.13)

and the opposite is true for i “ 1. Players 2 and 3 will always choose to fight player

1, rather than fighting each other and having player 1 intervene. Thus, to satisfy all
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players , x1 ě maxp k1
k1`k2

, k1
k1`k3

q ´ c1, x2 ě
k2

k1`k2
´ c2, and x3 ě

k3
k1`k3

. Setting each

value of xi to make player i indifferent, subject to the constraint that x1`x2`x3 ď 1,

we have 1`maxp k2
k1`k2

, k3
k1`k3

q ´ c1 ´ c2 ´ c3 ď 1 or:

maxp
k2

k1 ` k2
,

k3
k1 ` k3

q ď c1 ` c2 ` c3 (3.14)

we can then replace the values of c2, c3 using the left hand side of equation 3.12 and

have:

maxp
k2

k1 ` k2
,

k3
k1 ` k3

q ď
k2 ` k3

k1 ` k2 ` k3
` c1 (3.15)

and since @a, b, c ą 0, a`b
a`b`c

ą a
a`c

, this equation will hold, and the values of x1, x2, x3

will satisfy all players and the budget constraint.

Finally, if no player is willing to intervene in a war, this implies that, for i P

t1, 2, 3u:

ki
k1 ` k2 ` k3

ă ci (3.16)

Further, this means that c1 ` c2 ` c3 ą 1. As no one will intervene, we need x1 ě

maxp k1
k1`k2

, k1
k1`k3

q ´ c1, x2 ě maxp k2
k1`k2

, k2
k2`k3

q ´ c3, x3 ě maxp k3
k1`k3

, k3
k2`k3

q ´ c3. We

set x˚i at the boundary of the inequality, and then we need

x˚1 ` x
˚
2 ` x

˚
3 ď 1 (3.17)

or

maxp
k1

k1 ` k2
,

k1

k1 ` k3
q ´ c1 ` maxp

k2

k1 ` k2
,

k2

k2 ` k3
q ´ c2 ` maxp

k3

k1 ` k3
,

k3

k2 ` k3
q ´ c3 ď 1 (3.18)

We know that player i s.th. ki = min(k1, k2, k3) will choose to fight the second weakest

player, and the other two players will each choose to fight the weakest player if given

the opportunity, and so we can replace the weakest and second weakest players
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maxima with 1, and we can move ´c1 ´ c2 ´ c3 to the other side of the inequality,

and with the knowledge that c1 ` c2 ` c3 ě 1, make this replacement, giving us:

kp1q
kp1q ` kp3q

ď 1 (3.19)

where kp1q, k3 are the capabilities of the strongest and weakest players respectively.

This statement is obviously true, and so no matter the number of players that would

intervene down the game tree, we will always have an offer x which satisfies all

players.

3.4.2 An Interesting Empirical Implication

This leads to an interesting empirical implication. In a two player bargaining game,

it will not matter whether players are bargaining over policy or over a divisible unit

of goods: the two games will be isomorphic. Yet, when we introduce a third player to

the game, the concepts diverge. In the three player game, disputes over policy will be

more likely to result in conflict: disputes over policy can have war in equilibria even

if there is complete information and an absence of commitment problems, whereas

disputes over divisible goods can only have conflict if information is asymmetric or

if there are commitment issues. This leads to an interesting empirical implication.

Conventional wisdom would hold that states are much more likely to fight over

territory than over policy, yet these bargaining models imply that disputes over policy

should be significantly more peaceful. Further, these bargaining models predict that

in disputes with only two players the pacifying effect of bargaining over territory

should disappear.

3.5 Thoughts on the Models Sensitivity to Assumptions

By examining this new bargaining models sensitivity to changes in assumptions, we

are able to better understand where it does and does not apply, we can gain more
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confidence in its insights, and we can derive new and useful empirical implications.

The same dynamics that are present in three player bargaining are present in dis-

putes with more than three players. These dynamics also generally hold when we

allow for formal alliances. Similarly, disputes over unidimensional issues operate rel-

atively similarly to disputes over multidimensional issues – in both cases we are not

guaranteed to find a peaceful compromise, and the likelihood of finding one seems to

decrease as preferences drift apart. The model’s insights do not, however, apply to

cases where states are purely concerned with distributional issues, such as territory.

If states only want the biggest slice of pie, with no regard to how the rest of the pie

is divided, then dynamics will be much the same in 3, 4, or N player bargaining as

they are in the canonical two player model.

I find the relative robustness of the bargaining model to these assumptions to

give greater confidence that the model is yielding valuable insights about the causes

of war. We now have evidence that the results are not a thin, knife-edged finding,

that if we leave the world of three-players, or the world of one issue, the results will

still hold. Further, from a purely Bayesian perspective, the fact that the model holds

when two of the three core assumptions are relaxed makes it more likely that it really

is tapping into part of the true data-generating process explaining costly interstate

conflict.

Finally, by examining the models’ results under a wide variety of assumptions,

we get a wider range of empirical implications to test. While the effect of the various

parameters is the same when we move from three to N players (preference variation

makes conflict more likely, capability variation makes it less likely), the move to N

players yields insights about the effect of the number of actors on the incidence of

war – the risk of war seems to monotonically increase with the number of disputants.

Factors that make alliances more effective will reduce the risk of war. Further, we

see that if states are bargaining over multiple issues, war will be less likely if states
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who have distant preferences on one issue have similar preferences on another issue,

but if the issues are highly correlated, war will actually be more likely. Finally, we

gain a valuable, and surprising, empirical implication from the one assumption the

model is sensitive to. Since the dynamics that cause war in three player bargaining

fail to hold when the disputed issue is purely distributional, we should see less war in

disputes over distributional issues. In particular, in two-state disputes, there should

be no difference in the risk of war between disputes over policy and over territory,

whereas in three state disputes (or larger ones) fighting over policy should be much

more likely than fighting over territory.
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4

The Dangers of Dyadic Empirics

The shortcomings of dyadic models, both theoretically and empirically, have been

discussed at length, both in this dissertation, as well as in many other pieces of

research. For a sample of these criticism, see Dorff and Ward (2012); Erikson and

Rader (2014), or Esteban and Ray (2001). Yet formal modelers continue to work on

dyadic models of interstate bargaining, and empirical work continues to use the dyad-

year as the unit of analysis. This is not because scholars believe that these dyadic

models accurately describe the world, and it is not because they are unaware of the

methodological criticisms. As the previous chapters have shown, even simply moving

from dyads to triads exacts a significant cost in complexity. Many researchers have

made the calculation that this cost is greater than the benefits in verisimilitude: the

map cannot be the territory and at some point assumptions have to be made, and for

most students of international conflict, dyadic assumptions are one place where the

line is drawn. In this chapter, I move from the theoretical to the empirical and show

two benefits to accounting for non-dyadic relationships when trying to understand

conflict: a dyadic focus ignores a substantial amount of covariance in the error term

for crises, and including this in the modeling process allows us to better fit models
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of these crises without paying a cost in predicting future crises out of sample.

4.0.1 Is the Game Worth the Candle

One possible criticism of this move away from dyads is that the benefits of non-dyadic

analysis are not worth the cost: that parsimony is valuable, and moving, even simply

from dyads to triads, is an arduous task.

There are two, major, related reasons that the benefits of accounting for these

interdependencies outweigh the cost: it allows us to avoid systematic errors and

biases in our models, and it makes these models perform better.

By treating dyads as if they are independent, we make certain incorrect assump-

tions about the distribution of error. In particular, dyadic analysis requires these

dyads to be independent conditional on the covariates. If they are not we will have

biased and overly optimistic parameter estimates and misspecified models (?Franzese

and Hayes, 2007). In addition, if we incorporate a correct treatment of the interde-

pendencies in our models, the models will actually have better explanatory power,

will give us a more accurate understanding of the true effect of our causal variables,

and can predict better out of sample.

In this chapter, I explore the interdependencies and non-dyadic nature of inter-

national conflict data in the 21st century. I then demonstrate how a model that

accounts for the networked, interdependent relationships can better explain and pre-

dict these crises. I conclude by comparing this model to a purely dyadic analysis.

4.1 Exploring dyadic conflict data: ICEWS ICs

To explore and visualize interdependencies in international conflict data, I look at a

network of international conflict. In this network, the nodes are 173 different states.

Two states are linked if they are participating in an international crisis with each

other. The measure I use for international crises is the ICEWS Project’s coding
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of dyadic interstate crisis. This coding comes from the Project’s Ground-Truth

Dataset (GTDS). In the GTDS, country-months (in the case of intrastate conflict)

or dyad-months are flagged as having a potential event of interest (in this case an

international crisis) when there are a sufficient number of news stories about conflict

between actors of a particular type, in the case of interstate crises, governments. An

international crisis was defined as “Conflict between two or more states or elevated

tensions between two or more states that could lead to conflict.” The flagged country-

months are then cross-checked by subject matter experts to determine whether there

are false positive and negatives.

In the case of dyadic interstate-crisis, this measure takes on a value of 1 when

two states are on opposite sides of a crisis, and a 0 otherwise. We have data on

these interstate crisis in every month between January of 2001 and July of 2014,

though I aggregate the date to the yearly level for exploration of these matrices (and

subsequent statistical analyses). There are a total of 14878 undirected dyads in this

network, and 163 months, for a total of 2,425,114 dyad-months. We observe 4089

total crisis-months: these can be broken down into 29 crises that are ongoing in

January of 2001, 110 additional onsets and 3959 months where a crisis continued. Of

these crises, ten were still ongoing in the final month of the data. The distribution

of lengths for these crises is pictured in Figure 4.1.

4.1.1 Visualizing the data

In Figure 4.2, I display the network of international conflicts for the years 2001, 2006,

and 2010. What is immediately clear, is that while some states are only involved in

one ongoing crisis, most states which are involved in a crisis, are involved in many

crises. In 2001, for example, we see a few purely dyadic crises (between the Koreas,

or Ethiopia and Somalia for example), we also see a pair of triadic crises (a full

triad involving Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Guinea, and a crisis once again between
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Figure 4.1: ICEWS Interstate Crises by Total Length in Months

Israel, Syria, and Lebanon), but most of the states involved in crises are directly

or indirectly linked to many other states through conflict: we see a large connected

subgraph of conflict in Sub-Saharan Africa, and a cluster of conflict involving rich

Western States (the US, Germany, the UK) and so-called “rogue states” (Iraq and

Afghanistan), which through China was linked to a network of conflict in Southeast

Asia.

For a more systematic measure of how many of these conflicts are purely dyadic,

I present counts, in Table 4.4 of the number of isolated dyadic crises (crises involving

two otherwise uninvolved states), triadic crises (involving three states only involved

with each other), and larger conflict networks. This Table shows that, while purely

dyadic crises do form the plurality of crises, there are more non-dyadic clusters of

conflict than there are dyadic ones. The import of non-dyadic crises becomes even

more apparent when we look not at the overall number of crises, but at the number

of states involved in each type of crisis, as I do in Table 4.2
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Figure 4.2: Networks of Conflict in Three Separate Years. States are linked if they
are mutually involved in an interstate crisis on separate sides. If a state is involved
in no crises, it is omitted from the Figure.
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One important question is the extent that the clustering of conflict is driven

by geographic factors. If that is the case, we can account for dependencies while

remaining in a dyadic framework simply by controlling for spatial effects. I present

the same conflict data as in Figure 4.2 but position the figures geographically in

Figure 4.3. Some of the clustering is clearly geographic in nature, but a lot of the

largest cliques contain countries that are quite distant.

Table 4.1: Number of Crises, By Year and Number of Actors Involved

Purely Dyadic Crises Triadic Crises Larger Crises
2001 6 2 3
2002 3 1 3
2003 2 2 2
2004 3 2 1
2005 3 3 1
2006 3 4 1
2007 3 1 2
2008 2 1 2
2009 3 2 2
2010 2 2 1
2011 2 2 1
2012 2 0 3
2013 4 0 2
2014 5 0 2

Total 43 22 26

We can similarly visualize the network of interstate conflict using Militarized In-

terstate Disputes (MIDs), as links in the network (Ghosn et al., 2004). An important

distinction between the network composed of MIDs and the one composed of ICEWS

crises is that the ICEWS project only primarily measures conflict occurrence and so

a pair of countries has a link as long as there crisis is ongoing, whereas the links in the

MID network measure onset. Despite the different nature in the links, the networks

look quite similar, in that they have a number of two or three actor isolated conflicts,

but most of the states in the network are in a larger cluster of violent conflict, and in

fact, the MID network shows an even larger proportion of states are in non-dyadic
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Table 4.2: Number of actors in interstate crisis by year and shape of the crisis.

States in Dyadic Crises in Triadic Crises in Larger Crises
2001 12 6 27
2002 6 3 30
2003 4 6 25
2004 6 6 15
2005 6 9 15
2006 6 12 12
2007 6 3 18
2008 4 3 19
2009 6 6 15
2010 4 6 17
2011 4 6 26
2012 4 0 24
2013 8 0 25
2014 10 0 30

Total 86 66 298

conflicts, if they are in any conflicts.

Table 4.3: Number of Crises, By Year and Number of Involved States

Dyadic MID Triadic Dispute Larger Cluster of Disputes
2001 4 4 1
2002 7 2 3
2003 6 2 2
2004 5 2 2
2005 6 2 5
2006 4 6 2
2007 5 2 2
2008 4 2 2
2009 4 1 2
2010 3 2 2

Total 44 25 25

The two largest takeaways from this exploratory data analysis are the relative

dearth of dyadic conflicts and the prevalence of non-dyadic dependencies. A majority

of crises or disputes (53%) and a supermajority of country-years in these disputes

(82% of ICEWS crises, 78% of MIDs) are in clusters involving more than two states.

In these non-dyadic clusters, there seem to be important dependencies which we need
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Table 4.4: Number of Crises, By Year and Number of Involved States

States in Dyadic Disputes in Triadic Disputes in Larger Disputes
2001 8 12 30
2002 14 6 28
2003 12 6 40
2004 10 6 30
2005 12 6 34
2006 8 18 27
2007 10 6 11
2008 8 6 16
2009 8 3 18
2010 6 6 14

Total 88 75 248

to incorporate into our modeling. For example, if we look at the crises involving Iraq

and Afghanistan, it seems obvious that the behavior of Poland and Australia, for

example, depend on the link between the United States and Iraq (and Afghanistan).

If the United States is involved in a crisis with certain “rogue states” then we will

see the US’s Western Allies have a much higher likelihood of participation in such

crises, if not the likelihood will be vanishingly small. This is the sort of dynamic

which we cannot accommodate by simply adding a measure of alliances to our dyadic

models: that will explain the lack of conflict between the US and Australia, but not

the presence of conflict with common targets. We see a similar dynamic in the purely

triadic crisis between Syria, Israel, and Lebanon – a crisis between Israel and Syria

makes one between Israel and Lebanon more likely. In order to effectively model

interstate conflict, we need a model that can account for these dependencies, for the

likelihood of certain states to conflict with common third parties.

4.2 Estimating Dyadic and Non-Dyadic Models of Crises

In the previous section, we investigated the prevalence of non-dyadic conflictual

relationships in the international conflict network. However, it is eminently possible
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to arrive at a network that appears non-dyadic despite there being a dyadic data-

generating process. While it could be the case that there are interdependencies

among conflicts that need modeling, it could also be the case that monadic factors

make certain states more likely to become embroiled in conflict, and because of this

we see large clusters of conflict due entirely to factors that can be modeled at the

dyadic level. To account for this possibility, I estimate two competing models–a

purely dyadic model and a network model which accounts for possible non-dyadic

interdependencies. Both models can control for monadic and dyadic covariates, but

the network model can better account for unobserved country effects and second

and third order dependencies. By using this technique, in addition to estimating the

effects of a number of parameters of interest, we can determine the existence of, and

account for second and third order factors with non-trivial effects, and whether we

even need to use a network to model interstate crises.

4.2.1 Data

Both the dyadic and network models rely on the same dependent variable and ex-

planatory fixed effects.

The main dependent variable, is the ICEWS projects measure of dyadic interstate

crisis. In particular, I subset these conflict networks to remove those states which

never have any conflictual events: this leaves us with a network of 81 states. We then

attempt to infer when a pair of these states will be involved in a crisis using both

a simple logistic model and an Additive and Multiplicative Effects Network Model

detailed in section 4.2.5.

In addition to looking at network effects, I also include a number of explana-

tory variables in the analysis, some of theoretical interest and others simply as con-

trol variables. The most notable of these control variables is geographic contiguity,

coded when the minimum distance between two states (in Gleditsch and Weidmann’s
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CShape’s database) is less than 150 miles (Weidmann and Gleditsch, 2010).

I also include counts of lower level interactions between countries to account for

the likelihood that a pair of countries might interact, both conflictual and coopera-

tively. In particular, to capture lower level interactions I rely on ICEWS event data.

The ICEWS data were collected via a Defense Advanced Research Project Agency

(DARPA) funded project that created a dataset of over two million machine-coded

daily events occurring between relevant actors within twenty-nine countries in the the

Asia-Pacific region. ICEWS utilized news articles from over 6000 international, re-

gional, national, and local news publishers, yielding a corpus of 30 million news stories

and 19 million unique events between January 2001 and the present. The project then

machine coded these events, using the Penn State Event Data Project’s TABARI

(Text Analysis By Augmented Replacement Instructions) software program(Schrodt

and Brackle, 2013) and a commercially developed, java variant (JABARI). TABARI

and JABARI used sparse parsing and pattern recognition techniques to machine-code

daily political events based primarily on a categorical coding scheme developed by

the Conflict and Mediation Event Observation (CAMEO) project(Deborah Gerner,

2009). This ICEWS dataset is the current goldstandard for event data(DOrazio and

Schrodt, 2011, p.4).

For an example of how a conflictual event was coded in the data, consider the

example:1

Israel today mounted its long-threatened invasion of South Lebanon,

ploughing through the United Nations lines on the coast of south of Tyre

and thrusting forward in at least to inland areas.

In this sentence, Israel is coded as the source of the event, and South Lebanon

is coded as the target. Then South Lebanon is aggregated with events involving the

1 Taken from the CAMEO code book, (Gerner et al., 2009).
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entire country of Lebanon. The event type coded in this story is “occupy territory,”

coded as such because of the use of the verb “mounted” and the noun “invasion.”

Events of the type “occupy territory” are then put into the category “material con-

flict.”

Similarly, this story from a major news service:

The Afghan foreign ministry announced that Kabul and Tehran have

agreed to a prisoner exchange, a move seen by many analysts as yet

another sign of warming relations between the two neighbors ahead of

the planned withdrawal of foreign combat forces from Afghanistan in

2014.

is coded as an action between Afghanistan and Iran, based on the nouns “Kabul”

and “Tehran,” and is of the event type “express intent to release persons or property”

based on the phrase “agreed to a prisoner exchange.” This type of event is coded as

verbal cooperation.

I aggregate this data to the yearly level, combined based on the concept of Quad

Categories–a two by two that differentiates verbal and material acts, as well as

conflictual and cooperative ones.

I also include measures of state capabilities in the analysis. In particular, I use

the Correlates of War Project’s Composite Index of National Capability (CINC)

(Singer, 1972). The CINC score is a measure of how well endowed a state is, relative

to the other states in the system in Total and Urban Population, Iron and Steel

Production, Energy Consumption, Military Spending and Total Military Personnel.

I utilize the CINC score from 2001. This score is a commonly used proxy for state

capabilities. We have reason to believe that states with higher levels of capabilities

are more likely to involve themselves in crises. We also have certain hypotheses

about relative capabilities: both my model in the previous chapter, and other dyadic
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models of bargaining predict that conflict will be more likely (either due to third

party actors or incomplete information) in states are closer to power parity (for a

test taking this hypothesis from bargaining theories, see Reed et al. (2008), rather

than preponderance, and so I also include a dyadic measure of the ratio of capabil-

ities between two states, (maxpcinca,cincbq
cinca`cincb

which will be at its largest in cases of total

preponderance (when one state has all the power) and its smallest when the states

are exactly equally powerful.

I also include the states joint-democracy, as coded by the Polity IV project (Mar-

shall et al., 2009) as a dyadic covariate2, to account for the multitude of findings

and theories about the dyadic democratic peace, as well as including the state’s

Polity. This allows us to include variables from both monadic theories of the demo-

cratic peace, as well as dyadic theories. Finally, I include a dyadic measure of joint-

membership in an alliance, using Gibler and Sarkees (2004)’s measure of alliances,

which treats two states as ally if they are members of a defense-pact, nonaggres-

sion pact, or entente. Whether alliance membership reduces the risk of conflict is

a somewhat contentious question, as we have seen both the intuitive argument that

allies are less likely to quarrel, as well as arguments based on game theory, for ex-

ample Bueno de Mesquita (1980)’s argument, that allies are actually more likely to

be involved in disputes with each other.

4.2.2 Setting up the Dyadic Model

The first model I try to fit to the data is a purely dyadic model. This model esti-

mates the risk of interstate crises as if dyads are in fact independent (and identically

distributed). If these assumptions are true, or if violations of these assumptions are

of little import, this model should do well both in and out of sample.

The dyadic model I estimate is a simple logistic regression, where the outcome

2 Coded as a 1 when both states have Polity 2 scores above 7, else a 0
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of interest is whether a dyad-year experiences an interstate crisis. In this model, I

include the same dyadic and monadic covariates as in the previous model – contiguity,

variance in state capabilities, joint democracy, verbal and material cooperation and

conflict and alliances, as well as individual capability and polity score.

4.2.3 Dyad Model Results

This dyadic models results are shown in Table 4.5. Taken in isolation, this is a

successful instantiation of the dyadic empirical methodology. We have a number of

theoretically interesting covariates – joint democracy and the ratio of capabilities be-

ing the most interesting – which achieve conventional levels of statistical significance

in the predicted direction. There are some more unexpected results. In particular,

the model highlights the problems in accounting for unit level variables in a dyadic

approach. In particular, both unit level capabilities and unit level institutional vari-

ables seem to have a starkly different effect if they originate in the first or second

state in a dyad, and given that these dyads are undirected, this is problematic. In

contrast, network models are better able to deal with what they call “sender and

receiver variables,” both in the cases where the sender and receiver are different

roles, and when they are the same. We also have one interesting, and somewhat

unexpected, result when it comes to material cooperation, wherein it seems that

having more news accounts of cooperation between two states is associated with a

higher risk of a future crisis. This may be because conflict and cooperation are two

sides of the same coin, or because states that are at risk of crisis have their nego-

tiations and attempts at rapprochement reported as cooperation. The main flaw in

this model, however, is that its explanatory power is not that high, as we can see

with its extremely negative log-likelihood (and concomitant poor AIC).
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Table 4.5: Logistic Regression of International Crisis on Dyadic and Monadic Vari-
ables 2002-2010. All Independent Variables are lagged one year.

Model 1
(Intercept) -4.168

(0.390)
Cinc1 3.322

(2.542)
Polity1 0.036

(0.013)
Cinc2 -13.567

(6.036)
Polity2 0.005

(0.012)
Verbal Coop -0.000

(0.000)
Verbal Conflict 0.000

(0.000)
Material Coop 0.015

(0.002)
Material Conflict 0.001

(0.000)
Contiguity 2.591

(0.186)
Cinc Ratio -1.514

(0.510)
Joint Democracy -3.857

(1.040)
Alliance -0.336

(0.212)
N 29160
AIC 2229.40
logL -1062.701
Standard errors in parentheses

4.2.4 Ways of Accounting for non-dyadic interdependencies

A number of scholars have pointed to the flaws in using the dyad as the unit of

analyses and ignoring interdependencies.

Neumayer and Plumper (2010) posit that the way to account for non-dyadic

interdependencies is to account for them in the modeling as parameters. In particular,
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they suggest the use of spatial lags in estimation. To do so requires using a W matrix,

a block matrix that contains measures of how similar dyads are to other dyads.3 By

multiplying the lagged dependent variable by this matrix, each other dyad’s outcome

variable will be weighted by how similar that dyad is to the one being estimated.

Both Ward et al. (2006) and Dorff and Ward (2012) argue that we should in-

stead use network models to explicitly model the interdependencies. In particular,

these authors argue for a network estimation approach, borrowing from the Social-

Relations Model, which adds in unit specific random effects to deal with the differ-

ential likelihood of different actors to form links, and Hoff (2009)’s General Bilinear

Mixed Effects Model, which allows these network models to account for third order

dependencies such as transitivity, balance, and clustering. These authors find that

including network interdependencies leads to a better performing model, but more

ambiguous effects from parameters of interest.

Recently, Poast (2010) posited a method that allows for non-dyadic observations.

His proposal for k-adic analysis allows estimation to include dyads, triads, tetrads,

and so on while ameliorating some of the problems with the size of the dataset that

would inhere if you included all possible k-ads. Poast suggests including all “1”s of

each size, and then sampling from the potential “0”s to create a tracTable non-dyadic

database, after which point one can run normal estimation techniques.

Each of the methods discussed in subsection 4.2.4 are a notable improvement on

simply ignoring dyadic interdependencies. In each case there are context where using

spatial lags, k-adic analysis, or a network approach is the best means of capturing

the data generating process. Spatial lags are most useful when you are confident

you understand the nature of the non-dyadic interdepencies. If you can fully specify

the way in which dyad ij is effected by dyad mn, then an inclusion of a spatial lag

3 For a more detailed analysis of how the authors constructW matrices, see Plumper and Neumayer
(2010)
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will control for this variance. However, if you are less certain of the specific weight

matrix, or worse, as in the formal model discussed earlier, if the effect of ij on mn

is conditional on other variables, then spatial lag models will still be misspecified.

Further, if the weight matrix is correct in some regards but not in others, it will

be quite difficult to determine that from the estimator, which will either find the

weighted, and lagged DV to be significant or not. Finally, the process needed to

account for third order effects (like transitivity and clusters) in a spatial-lag context

requires multiple lags and thus both compounds the problems with misspecified W-

matrices, and has all of the problems of interpretability of including multiple lags in

a regression.

If we were to apply “k-adic” analysis to interstate conflict, a key difficulty would

be determining which states are involved in a given crisis. As I discussed in chapters 2

and 3, many times an actor will influence the likelihood of conflict without becoming

involved in said conflict –the threat their action limits the available bargaining range.

In a “k-adic” analysis, this dynamic would look dyadic, and even if the triad including

the other state was fortunate enough to be selected for analysis, it would not exhibit

any special properties. By limiting the inclusion of zeroes for the sake of analytic

tractability, in such a case the risk of throwing out important data is real. “K-

adic” analysis is unable to analyze the different likelihood of conflict among different

sized disputes, because the ratio of successes to failures at each size is chosen by the

researcher. Finally, even in those cases where the “k-adic” setup is appropriate, the

same results can be modeled using multipartite networks.

Instead I follow Ward et al. (2006) and Dorff and Ward (2012) and follow a

network approach. This approach allows the data to speak about the nature of

interdependencies, unlike a spatial lag approach, and it allows us to include all data,

unlike a “k-adic” approach. I differ from the previous scholars, however, by using

an Additive and Multiplicative Effects Model(hence AME), as developed by Peter
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(Hoff, 2005) rather than a Generalized Bilinear Mixed-Effects (GBME) model. The

reason I do this is that an AME model allows us to look at time-series network

data, rather than either pooling all data (leading to implausibly dense networks)

or running a separate model for each year (leading to less consistent relationships

between predictor variables and the outcome of interest).

4.2.5 My Methodology: Additive and Multiplicative Effects Models

The AME model is a relatively new technique that is a generalization of the General-

ized Bilinear Mixed-Effects model from Hoff (2009). This model allows estimation of

network links which can account for covariates, heterogeneity in nodes (for example,

the greater likelihood of the United States to become involved in interstate crises),

and, eponymously, multiplicative effects: by allowing for multiplicative effects, AME

is able to capture second-order network effects such as transitivity, clusterability, and

balance. Both the examination of yearly conflict networks, and the formal theories

developed in earlier chapters lead us to believe that these types of second-order ef-

fects our present in international conflict and should be accounted for. An important

innovation with the AME, as compared to previous network estimates is the ability

to handle replicated datasets – datasets where the same set of actors can have links

in different periods. The estimating equation for this AME is:

logitpyi,j,t|xi,j,t, βq “ β
1

xi,j,t ` uiDv
1

j ` εi,j (4.1)

Where xi,j,t is a vector of covariates that include both unit specific effects, as well as

dyadic effects in year t, εi,j are additive random effects for both members of a dyad,

and uiDv
1

j is the multiplicative effect, which is a random effect based on the second

order relationships between i, and j.

This model is estimated using a Markov Chain Monte-Carlo process estimated

with 1,000,000 iterations, or which the first 750,000 are discarded as the burn-in.
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Every 250th value is preserved from the final 250,000 iterations, leaving us with a

posterior distribution with 1,000 values. The model is estimated on a time-series of

the years 2002-2010. We can then predict out of sample for the remaining 3 years

worth of data.

4.2.6 Model Results

The coefficients for the independent variables are depicted in Figure 4.5. In partic-

ular, we have a posterior distribution of 1,000 values for each value in β, as well as

the additive and multiplicative random effects.4 The mean and standard deviation

of these posteriors are reported in Table 4.6. Using these posterior distributions, we

can generate Highest-Posterior Density (HPD) Credible Intervals, helping to inform

us of the direction and intensity of these effects, and whether we can conclusively say

that they are non-zero, these distributions are pictured in Figure 4.5, and the HPD

intervals are compared to the confidence intervals for the dyadic model in Figure 4.6.

The distributions of the coefficients do highlight one drawback of using the AME ap-

proach, the approach is computationally intensive, and despite running the MCMC

chain for a total of 1,000,000 iterations, and removing a large subsection of the chain

as a burn-in, we still have clearly non-normal, bimodal distributions for some of the

confidence intervals. This should cause of to look at some of the coefficient estimates

with more circumspection, but in most cases it is still straightforward to infer the

size and direction of the effect.

Incorporating network effects changes the observed relationships between vari-

ables of interest and our dependent variable. This is to be expected, as there have

been a number of methodological projects which show that failing to account for

these interdependencies biases coefficients. There are, of course, a number of vari-

ables on which the dyadic model and the network model agree. In particular, we find

4 Every 250th value of the 250,000 post burn-in iterations.
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consistent negative effects of joint democracy and positive effects for contiguity and,

interesting, material cooperation, in both models. Further, neither model discerns

a clear relationship between the monadic variables and the incidence of interstate

crises. Interestingly, failing to account for dyadic interdependency seems to inflate

the estimates of the ratio of capability, which loses significance once we add in these

effects, and looking at the distribution, it is clear that this variable’s coefficient is

distributed normally around zero, rather than having inconsistent positive and neg-

ative effects in different iterations of the MCMC chain. Conversely, incorporating

network effects into a model does not monotonically destroy variables significance,

in fact, by incorporating these types of effects, we are more clearly able to see a

negative and consistent relationship between alliances and interstate crises. This is

reassuring: in this case accounting for interdependencies gives us a model more in

line with theoretical expectations–allies are less likely to quarrel. We see a similar

effect of verbal conflict between the two models, as the variable has a positive and sig-

nificant effect in the network model after having no clear effect in the dyadic model.

Thus, accounting for network effects will sometimes prevent us from making type I

errors, assigning significance to a variable which was potential biased by unobserved

dependencies, but it can also prevent type-II errors, where we ignore a relationship

because it is obscured by the same dependencies.

4.2.7 What is in the error term?

In addition to fitting values for a number of covariates, we can look at the models

results to see the level of interdependency among dyad conflicts. In this model, the

covariance is decomposed into four main components as so:

εi,j “ ri ` sj ` λi,j (4.2)

Where ri and sj are Normal error terms with mean 0, variance σ2
a and σ2

b re-
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Table 4.6: Posterior mean and variance for additive multiplicative effects model.

β̂ σ̂ Z
(Intercept) -4.854 0.199 -24.385

Cinc -1.743 1.406 -1.240
Polity -0.003 0.005 -0.609

Verbal Coop 0.000 0.000 1.448
Verbal Conflict 0.001 0.000 1.991
Material Coop 0.002 0.001 2.425

Material Conflict -0.000 0.000 -1.433
Contiguity 2.812 0.066 42.499
Cinc Ratio -0.066 0.172 -0.387

Joint Democracy -2.036 0.085 -24.093
Alliance -0.213 0.059 -3.590

spectively, and covariance σab. Each of these variances is estimated in each iteration

of the MCMC process, and we can inspect their posterior to draw inference about

the systematic error structures in international conflict. In particular, the posterior

distributions are plotted in Figure 4.7. In this Figure, one can see that σa, σb, andσab

are clearly non-zero. This implies a consistent interdependence among dyads with

the same sender (a) and receiver (b), and therefore, a need to account for this, ar-

guably with the additive sender and receiver effects used in an AME. Similarly, the

distinctly non-zero posterior of σa,b shows the covariance among dyads, and the need

for a dyadic effect. Finally, the model also estimates a term ρ, which accounts for

some of the second order error between dyads (reciprocity most notably) and speaks

to the need for a network estimation model.

What Figure 4.7 most clearly shows is that the error in estimating international

conflict between dyads is not independent, but has systematic dependencies, and if

we fail to account for these dependencies, our results will be suspect. In particular,

the sender and receiver variance shows the need for random effects from both the

sender and the receiver, the covariance shows the need for dyadic random effects,

and the term ρ shows the importance of a network model, as opposed to a more
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traditional general linear mixed-effects model.

The final, and most interesting, component of the variance term is the latent

spaces U and V. These space, estimated how likely each state is to conflict with

a similar state once we control for the fixed and random effects. What one can

see from these latent spaces is the dependencies and coalition action which was so

problematic in the exploratory data analysis. We see two clusters of the United

States’ western allies: one with the US, Great Britain, Australia, Italy and Poland,

and the other with Lithuania, Canada and Germany. This distinguishes the cluster of

states involved in both Iraq and Afghanistan with those involved only in Afghanistan.

The other clear and interesting cluster of states in the data in a Middle Eastern

cluster with Syria, Lebanon, and Iran all in close proximity. Looking at the latent

space makes clear one of the largest pieces of added value for choosing this network

approach: it allows us to capture the dependencies between states foreign policy,

especially when they involve multi-state crises.

The latent space results further allows us to understand the effect of alliances and

coalitions in the onset of interstate crises. The effect of alliances has both an indirect

effect on the latent space making states more likely to attack a common enemy, and

a direct effect on the relationship between states, making them less likely to fight

amongst themselves.

4.3 Model Performance: Dyadic Model vs GBME

4.3.1 Metrics of Model Performance

We are interested in understanding, not just how certain phenomena relate to the

incidence of interstate crises, but also how different models can explain, or ideally,

predict crises. In this section, I discuss the model’s fit and performance.

One of the simplest measures of model performance is to look at accuracy, the

numbers of cases it gets right and wrong. To evaluate the model’s accuracy, it is first
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necessary to set a probability threshold, such that cases with predicted probability

higher than this threshold are predicted to be “1,” and those lower are predicted to

be “0.” I set the threshold for this model at 0.5. One problem, however, with using

accuracy as a measure of model performance is that there are many dyad-years,

and few crises. Thus, a model that simply predicted that crises would never occur

will perform quite well in terms of accuracy. This leads to recall and precision as

valuable measures of model performance. Recall measures the proportion of positive

cases that a model correctly classifies, and precision measures the likelihood that

a model has correctly classified a case, given a positive prediction. The values for

recall, precision, and accuracy are reported in Table 4.7.

One issue with these performance statistics is that they rely on setting a certain

probability threshold, which can lead to odd outcomes: a model could do quite well

setting a probability threshold at a low value, and much worse if the threshold was

higher, and the scholar could simply report the better performing threshold. Thus,

it is useful to use measures that account not just for the point prediction, but also

for the probability. There are two useful measures for this, the Brier Score, and

the Area-Under the Curve (AUC) of a Receiver-Operator Characteristic Plot (ROC

Plot). The Brier Score is the mean squared distance between the true value of an

observation, and the predicted probability, and so a perfect model would have a Brier

Score of 0, predicting “1” in all cases where the event occurred, and else predicting

“0.” A ROC Plot plots the true positive rate against the false positive rate at each

probability threshold, and we can look at the area under this curve to see how much

Type-II error we must tolerate in order to minimize Type-I error. The perfect model

would have unity as the are under the curve.

In addition to a ROC Plot, we can also visualize a model’s performance using

a separation plot. These plots provide a summary of the fit for each model by

demonstrating the range and degree of variation among the predicted probabilities
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and the degree to which predicted probabilities correspond to actual instances of

the event. They are created by ordering all dyad-years according to their predicted

probability of crisis, from lowest on the left to highest on the right. The black line

through the center of the plot represents this probability. Country-weeks where an

autocratic spell actually ended are red, while those where no change occurred are

white (Greenhill et al., 2011). A perfect model would have all of the red to the right

of all of the white, and the line of probability at 0 for the white and 1 for the red.

4.3.2 Prediction In and Out of Sample

A possible risk when comparing these two models is that the network model is

not actually a better description of the world, but rather that is simply has more

parameters that allow it to overfit the data. In order to account for this possibility,

I test both the network model and the dyadic model out of sample. The way this

is done has been by holding the years 2011, 2012, and 2013 out of the estimation

processes, and then comparing the predicted outcome of the two models, given the

right-hand variables, to the observed outcomes.

In general, both models have high levels of accuracy both in and out of sample,

though this is partly because predicting non-crises is relatively easy. The models

also both perform as one might expect in terms of precision–slightly less than 50%

of those cases where the models assign a probability of .5 to a crisis occurring do

in fact experience a crisis. Where the models most notably diverge is in recall.

In particular, the recall for the dyadic model is worryingly low–only about one in

twelve actual crises is given a probability higher than .5 of occurring. This is in

stark contrast to the network model which has recall five times as high. This is quite

strong evidence for the utility of the network model, as it actually helps give us some

real leveraging in predicting rare but important events, in contrast to the dyadic

model, where most of the performance comes in properly identifying non-events.
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The models are much closer out of sample when it comes to single number metrics

of performance. In particular, the dyadic model actually has a slightly better out

of sample Brier score, and a similar AUC. This is also borne out by looking at the

ROC plots out of sample in Figure 4.9. In sample, the network model drastically

out-performs the dyadic model, but out of sample, they are relatively equal in their

performance. This is likely due to the slight difference in accuracy between the two

models, and the performance of the dyadic models in those cases where there is no

event. We can see this clearly when we look at the separation plots for the two

models in Figure 4.10. The network model does a better job out of sample with

classification–in general the actual events that occur are closer to the right, and thus

have a predicted probability, than the non-events. It also does a better job of putting

a high level of predicted probability on the events that occur. On the flip side, it

also puts a higher predicted probability on some non-occurrences. In general though,

comparing the separation plots of the network and dyadic model, even out of sample,

the network models seems the better predictor.

Table 4.7: Performance Statistics In and Out of Sample for Network and Dyadic
Models. Probability threshold for accuracy, precision and recall are 0.5.

Dyad In-Sample Dyad Out-Sample Network In-Sample Network Out-Sample
Brier 0.007 0.009 0.004 0.010
AUC 0.87 0.89 0.99 0.92

Accuracy 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98
Precision 0.56 0.47 0.86 0.42

Recall 0.082 0.085 0.54 0.42

4.4 Conclusion

Dyadic models are wrong, but they have been useful. These models have allowed

the field of international relations to make significant advances in understanding the

causes of conflict. Yet, dyads have important interdependencies, and violate mod-

eling assumptions. In particular, dyadic analysis requires dyads to be independent
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conditional on the covariates. If they are not we will have cause to worry about

our parameter estimates due to the real threat of bias and overly optimistic confi-

dence intervals. In addition, by ignoring these dependencies, rather than modeling

them, we are able to explain less of the variance in the data. In this chapter, I have

provided evidence for both the prevalence of this interdependence in the network of

recent crises, and the different results that occur when we do and do not account for

these relationships.

When we ignore network interdependencies, we risk faulty inference and have

less effective models. By inspecting the variance structure of the dyadic model, we

see that the error in dyadic interstate crises are distinct and systematic in a way

where, if we fail to account for them with appropriate random, dyadic, and network

effects, we will have a misspecified model. In this chapter we saw that the dyadic

model had a number of variables that appeared distinct from zero, yet once we dealt

with systematic dependencies in the error-structure, these variables’ effect dissipated.

Conversely, there were also certain factors, most notably the effect of alliances, where

we were unable to detect an effect until we correctly specified the model.

However, the move to a non-dyadic, network model, is not merely a way of

avoiding biased and problematic results, it also yields valuable payoffs in that it

gives us a model which performs better both in and out of sample. In sample, the

network model dominated the dyadic model on all fronts, and explains the data

much better. Out of sample, the dyadic model has some advantages when it comes

to predicting “0”s, but the network model does notably better at actually predicting

when crises will occur. This is by far the more important task–if our goals was

simply to avoid false positives and have a model with a high level of accuracy, we

could simply predict that no interstate crisis will occur. When we are concerned

with prediction, the vastly superior recall of the network model is a payoff worthy of

the additional computational and mathematical work that goes into accounting for
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interdependencies and leaving the world of the dyad.

We can account for the non-dyadic nature of international conflict. By estimating

the risk of conflict in a network context, we have an estimator which accounts for

these interdependencies and produces more reliable results. Much like the theoretical

results of dyadic bargaining models, this focus on the dyadic unit of analysis has lead

to incorrect inference. What we have also been able to show in this chapter is that

a model that does not myopically focus on the dyad actually gives us more leverage

on explaining the causes of conflict more accurately, and helps us to make better

predictions about future conflict.

Running a non-dyadic model also yields us valuable insights about the nature of

interstate conflict and crises. By estimating a model which can account for second

and third order dependencies, we are able to discern a relationship between verbal

conflict and subsequent crises, and we see that the link between capabilities and crisis

onset was potential caused by misspecification. Most valuably, it lets us estimate the

effect of alliances, both in suppressing conflict among friends and also in generating

multi-party disputes, of the type discussed in the previous chapter.
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(a) Interstate Crises in 2001 (b) Interstate Crises in 2006

(c) Interstate Crises in 2010

Figure 4.3: Networks of Conflict in Three Separate Years. Here the states are posi-
tioned geographically to determine the extent that these dependencies are geographic
in nature.
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(a) Militarized Interstate Disputes in 2001
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(b) Militarized Interstate Disputes in 2006
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(c) Militarized Interstate Disputes in 2010

Figure 4.4: Networks of Conflict in Three Separate Years. States are linked if they
are mutually involved in a Militarized Interstate Dispute on separate sides. If a state
is involved in no disputes, it is committed from the Figure.
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Figure 4.5: Posterior distributions for the fixed effects in the network model. In
these graphs, the 95% CI is indicated by the dotted lines, and zero by the solid gray
lines.
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Figure 4.6: Coefficient plots comparing network model (blue) and dyadic model
(red) estimates. Note that the dyadic model reports two separate coefficients for
monadic cinc and polity scores because it estimates the effect of these variables for
both the first and second state in a dyad. Further note that verbal conflict in the
network model, and both material conflict and cooperation in the dyadic model are
consistently non-zero though this is hard to recognize due to the small size of the
coefficients in comparison to the scale of the graph.
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Figure 4.7: Posterior distributions for the error terms in the additive-multiplicative
effects model. The left panels show the posterior sample for the sender and receiver
variance, the right panels show the covariance between sender and receiver error and
the term ρ representing the presence of second order effects. All terms are distinctly
non-zero.
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(b) Out of Sample: 2011-2013

Figure 4.8: Posterior mean positions for sender and receiver latent space for net-
work model. Countries that are proximate in these spaces are likely to send (or
receive) conflict to (from) the same party. Conflict for 2001 is superimposed on these
latent spaces with dotted lines.
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(b) Out of Sample: 2011-2013

Figure 4.9: Receiver Operator Characteristic plots for dyadic models (in red) and
network model (in black). The plot on the left is the in-sample ROC plot (2002-
2010), while the one on the right is out of sample (2011-2013). The dyadic model
has area under the curve of 0.87 in sample and 0.89 out of sample, while the network
model has 0.99 in sample and 0.92 out of sample.
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(a) Dyad Model in Sample:2002-2010

(b) Dyad Model out of Sample: 2011-2013

(c) Dyad Model in Sample: 2002-2010

(d) Dyad Model out of Sample: 2011-2013

Figure 4.10: Separation plots for the dyadic and network models in and out of
sample. In these plots, the cases are ordered from those with the lowest predicted
probability on the left to those with the highest on the right. The cases where an
event (in this case an international crisis) occurs are colored in red, while other cases
are pink. Finally, the line of predicted probability is superimposed on the plots. The
best model would have all of the red at probability 1 to the right of all the pink at
probability 0.
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5

Concluding Remarks

In the preceding chapters, we have investigated the limitations dyadic analysis has

imposed on the study of interstate conflict. On the theoretical side we have accepted

as a general rule, a finding that is an artifact of dyadic circumstances – that war is

always ex post irrational. Empirically, the focus of our analysis on the “dyad-year”

has led us to ignore systematic error, and has yielded both type I and type II errors

for theoretically relevant variables. The dyad has been an important methodological

and theoretical innovation, and work using it doubtless improved on what came

before, but we are forestalling future improvements if we limit ourselves to the dyad

out of a desire for simplicity and parsimony.

That is not to say this is a purely negative project, there have been important

theoretical, empirical, and policy benefits to the move away from dyadic analysis.

Simply by moving to a three-player model of bargaining, we can see a novel expla-

nation for conflict: under some circumstances preferences are simply incompatible,

and there is no way to resolve a dispute peacefully. This model both points to the

importance of state preferences in explaining interstate war, as well as pointing to an

important distinction between two and three state bargaining – two-state disputes
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are more peace prone – that is borne out empirically. In the chapter dealing with ex-

tensions to the bargaining model we see a number of interesting theoretical findings

with empirical implications. First, the relationship between the number of actors in

a dispute and the risk of war seems to be monotonic; the more states interested in

a disputed issue, the more difficult it is to find a universally executable bargain and

the more likely at least one state will resort to war. We also see hypotheses about

the type of dispute. Policy disputes are harder to resolve than disputes over divis-

ible goods. Policy issues with multiple dimensions make peace more likely if these

dimensions lea to cross-cutting cleavages, but otherwise make peace less likely. In

addition, factors that make alliances more likely to triumph in a conflict (than they

might otherwise be based on their joint capabilities) increases the likelihood of peace.

On the empirical side, we see that models incorporating non-dyadic and network ef-

fects can better explain the incidence of crises, they give us a better handle on the

relationship between alliances coalition behavior and the onset of multi-actor crises

and out of sample, this model does a better job determining which dyad-months are

likely to explode into crisis.

There has been some discussion of the limits of dyadic analysis in recent years.

This dissertation provides additional evidence of the limitation of this type of anal-

ysis, it suggests a network based method of dealing with time-series data in a non-

dyadic fashion, and shows that the network model has significant benefits in terms

of performance.

While there has been some discussion of the problems with the focus of dyadic

statistical work, I argue that the rot goes deeper. The theoretical models we use

to motivate our empirical work are also dyadic models, and their results change

significantly when we move to a non-dyadic framework – the guaranteed existence of

a bargain that all states prefer to war is, itself, an artifact of limiting ones analysis

to the dyad. By moving beyond the dyad, we will have more accurate theories, more
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accurate empirical models, and we can improve our ability to understand why states

go to war.

5.0.1 Next Steps

While this is the conclusion of this dissertation, I do not see it as my conclusion of

this research agenda. I see too major areas where the work here can be advanced,

on the modeling side and on the link between theory and empirics. While both

the model and stylized empirical facts have pointed to a relationship between the

number of states involved in a dispute and the risk that this dispute escalates to war,

the states do not enter a dispute in a vacuum. In particular, states are concerned

with a number of different policies and goods, and face tradeoffs in allocating their

resources to achieve their ends. Therefore, a potential advance would be a two

stage model, where first states choose how to allocate their capabilities given a set

number of possible disputes, and then once their resources are allocated, there would

be simultaneous N-player bargaining; this would endogenies the number of states

involved in a bargaining process. The other important advance would be to see if we

could test the hypotheses of this model in terms of how they explain the escalation

of disputes to war. A key here would be an effective proxy of state ideal points

which I believe might be estimated using states past cooperation and conflict in a

multi-dimensional tensor framework. Given this, we could have a two stage model

that simultaneously looks at the states involved in a dispute and whether the dispute

is resolved peacefully.
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Appendix A

Technical Appendix

A.1 Constraints for the Main Model

A.1.1 An Offer Exists Preferable to War

In order for there to exist an offer that is preferable to war for all players, we need

there to be an overlap between the win-sets of all three players. In particular, player

1 needs to prefer accepting x to fighting player 2 and player 3, player 2 needs to

prefer it to fighting player 1 and player 2, and player 3 needs to prefer x to fighting

player 1 and player 2. Some of these cases are trivial – there will always be a value

of x that is simultaneously preferable to player 1 attacking player 2, and player 2

attacking player 1, and the same is true for the other two dyads. This leaves us

with nine constraints that can potentially be satisfied or not, each depending on an

overlap between players’ win-sets. In particular, if the conflict is between an attack

by player 1 and one of the other players, it depends on whether the upper edge of

player 1’s win-set is larger than the smaller edge of the other player, if it is between

player 2 and player 3, it depends on whether the upper edge of player 2’s win-set is

larger than the lower edge of player 3’s. The constraints are as follows:
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1. Player 1 attacks player 2, player 3 attacks player 1.

s2k2
k1 ` k2

` c1 ą
s3k3
k1 ` k3

´ c3

2. Player 1 attacks player 2, player 3 attacks player 2.

s2k2
k1 ` k2

` c1 ą
s3k3 ` s2k2
k2 ` k3

´ c3

3. Player 1 attacks player 2, player 2 attacks player 3.

s2k2
k1 ` k2

` c1 ą
s2k2 ` 2s2k3 ´ s3k3

k2 ` k3
´ c2

4. Player 1 attacks player 3, player 2 attacks player 1.

s3k3
k1 ` k3

` c1 ą
s2k2
k1 ` k2

´ c2

5. Player 1 attacks player 3, player 2 attacks player 3.

s3k3
k1 ` k3

` c1 ą
s2k2 ` 2s2k3 ´ s3k3

k2 ` k3
´ c2

6. Player 1 attacks player 3, player 3 attacks player 2.

s3k3
k1 ` k3

` c1 ą
s3k3 ` s2k2
k2 ` k3

´ c3

7. Player 2 attacks player 1, player 3 attacks player 1.

2s2k1 ` s2k2
k1 ` k2

` c2 ą
s3k3
k1 ` k3

´ c3

8. Player 2 attacks player 1, player 3 attacks player 2.

2s2k1 ` s2k2
k1 ` k2

` c2 ą
s3k3 ` s2k2
k2 ` k3

´ c3
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9. Player 2 attacks player 3, player 3 attacks player 1.

s2k2 ` s3k3
k2 ` k3

` c2 ą
s3k3
k1 ` k3

´ c3

If each of these conditions is simultaneously satisfied, there will be no war due to

harmony of interests. If at least one of them is not satisfied, we will have either one

of the war equilibriums, or the deterrence equilibrium.

A.1.2 Dyadic War Equilibria

If at least one of the constraints in the previous section does not hold, we will have

dyadic war as the equilibrium if PJpxq fails to play “Join.”

This will occur for player 1 if:

c1 ă s3p
k3

k1 ` k3
´

k3
k1 ` k2 ` k3

q ` s2p
k2

k1 ` k2
´

k2
k1 ` k2 ` k3

q (A.1)

for player 2 if:

c2 ă s3p
k1

k1 ` k3
´

k1
k1 ` k2 ` k3

q ` ps3 ´ s2qp
k3

k1 ` k3
´

k3
k1 ` k2 ` k3

q (A.2)

and for player 3 if:

c3 ă s3p
k1

k1 ` k2
´

k1
k1 ` k2 ` k3

q ` ps3 ´ s2qp
k2

k1 ` k2
´

k2
k1 ` k2 ` k3

q (A.3)

The possible causes of the dyadic war equilibrium are:

1. Offer constraint 1 fails to hold, player 2 and 3 play “Not Join.”

2. Offer constraint 2 fails to hold, player 1 and 3 play “Not Join.”

3. Offer constraint 3 fails to hold, player 1 and 3 play “Not Join.”

4. Offer constraint 4 fails to hold, player 2 and 3 play “Not Join.”
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5. Offer constraint 5 fails to hold, player 1 and 2 play “Not Join.”

6. Offer constraint 6 fails to hold, player 1 and 2 play “Not Join.”

7. Offer constraint 7 fails to hold, player 2 and 3 play “Not Join.”

8. Offer constraint 8 fails to hold, player 1 and 3 play “Not Join.”

9. Offer constraint 9 fails to hold, player 1 and 2 play “Not Join.”

A.1.3 Deterrence Success and Failure

If the constraints detailed in subsection ?? are not met, but players choose to in-

terfere, their interference will change the expected utility of war, and thus the size

of the win-sets. Note that, if @x, PJpxq plays “Join,” there will always be an offer

preferable to war for all players.

Therefore, for each constraint:

1. Constraint 1 is met:

• If player 2 plays join, player 3 does not, we will have general war equilib-

rium if:

s2k2
k1 ` k2

` c1 ă
s3k3 ` s2k2
k1 ` k2 ` k3

´ c3 (A.4)

• If player 3 plays join, player 2 does not, we will have general war equilib-

rium if:

s2k2 ` s3k3
k1 ` k2 ` k3

` c1 ă
s3k3
k1 ` k3

´ c3 (A.5)

2. Constraint 2 is met:

• If player 1 plays join, player 3 does not, we will have general war equilib-

rium if:

s2k2
k1 ` k2

` c1 ă
s3k3 ` s2k2
k1 ` k2 ` k3

´ c3 (A.6)
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• If player 3 plays join, player 1 does not, we will have general war equilib-

rium if:

s2k2 ` s3k3
k1 ` k2 ` k3

` c1 ă
s3k3 ` s2k2
k2 ` k3

´ c3 (A.7)

3. Constraint 3 is met:

• If player 1 plays join, player 3 does not, we will have general war equilib-

rium if:

s2k2
k1 ` k2

` c1 ă
s2k2 ` 2s2k3 ´ s3k3

k1 ` k2 ` k3
´ c2 (A.8)

• If player 3 plays join, player 1 does not, we will have general war equilib-

rium if:

s2k2 ` s3k3
k1 ` k2 ` k3

` c1 ă
s2k2 ` 2s2k3 ´ s3k3

k2 ` k3
´ c2 (A.9)

4. Constraint 4 is met:

• If player 2 plays join, player 3 does not, we will have general war equilib-

rium if:

s2k2 ` s3k3
k1 ` k2 ` k3

` c1 ă
s2k2
k1 ` k2

´ c2 (A.10)

• If player 3 plays join, player 2 does not, we will have general war equilib-

rium if:

s3k3
k1 ` k3

` c1 ă
s2k2 ` 2s2k3 ´ s3k3

k1 ` k2 ` k3
´ c2 (A.11)

5. Constraint 5 is met:

• If player 1 plays join, player 2 does not, we will have general war equilib-

rium if:

s3k3
k1 ` k3

` c1 ă
s2k2 ` 2s2k3 ´ s3k3

k1 ` k2 ` k3
´ c2 (A.12)
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• If player 2 plays join, player 1 does not, we will have general war equilib-

rium if:

s2k2 ` s3k3
k1 ` k2 ` k3

` c1 ă
s2k2
k1 ` k2

´ c2 (A.13)

6. Constraint 6 is met:

• If player 1 plays join, player 2 does not, we will have general war equilib-

rium if:

s3k3
k1 ` k3

` c1 ă
s3k3 ` s2k2
k1 ` k2 ` k3

´ c3 (A.14)

• If player 2 plays join, player 1 does not, we will have general war equilib-

rium if:

s2k2 ` s3k3
k1 ` k2 ` k3

` c1 ă
s3k3 ` s2k2
k2 ` k3

´ c3 (A.15)

7. Constraint 7 is met:

• If player 2 plays join, player 3 does not, we will have general war equilib-

rium if:

2s2k1 ` s2k2
k1 ` k2

` c2 ă
s3k3 ` s2k2
k1 ` k2 ` k3

´ c3 (A.16)

• If player 3 plays join, player 2 does not, we will have general war equilib-

rium if:

2s2k1 ` 2s2k2
k1 ` k2 ` k3

` c2 ă
k3s3
k1 ` k3

´ c3 (A.17)

8. Constraint 8 is met:

• If player 1 plays join, player 3 does not, we will have general war equilib-

rium if:

2s2k1 ` s2k2
k1 ` k2

` c2 ă
s3k3 ` s2k2
k1 ` k2 ` k3

´ c3 (A.18)
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• If player 3 plays join, player 2 does not, we will have general war equilib-

rium if:

2s2k1 ` 2s2k2
k1 ` k2 ` k3

` c2 ă
s3k3 ` s2k2
k2 ` k3

´ c3 (A.19)

9. Constraint 9 is met:

• If player 1 plays join, player 2 does not, we will have general war equilib-

rium if:

2s2k1 ` 2s2k2
k1 ` k2 ` k3

` c2 ă
k3s3
k1 ` k3

´ c3 (A.20)

• If player 2 plays join, player 1 does not, we will have general war equilib-

rium if:

s2k2 ` s3k3
k2 ` k3

` c2 ă
s3k3 ` s2k2
k1 ` k2 ` k3

´ c3 (A.21)

A.2 The Model With Alliances

A.2.1 The Decision to Ally

Given the introduction of this term alpha, we consider the decision of a third party

to join or abstain from a dyadic conflict.1 The utility of the excluded player l in a

dyadic war between players i and j is:

UlpWijq “ 1´
ki|si ´ sl|

ki ` kj
´
kj|sj ´ sl|

ki ` kj
(A.22)

the utility of joining a conflict as an independent party remains:

UlpWijlq “ 1´
ki|si ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
´

kj|sj ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
´ cl (A.23)

1 The same calculus would be at play if we consider the decision in the first stage to attack or
not, conditional on the other two players fighting
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whereas the utility for joining on the side of i and j are:

UlpWil´jq “ 1´
pki ` αq|si ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
´
pkj ´ 2αq|sj ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
´ cl (A.24)

UlpWi´jlq “ 1´
pki ´ 2αq|si ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
´
pkj ` αq|sj ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
´ cl (A.25)

What immediately becomes obvious is that joining the conflict as an independent

party is strictly dominated for all α ą 0 by joining allied with one player or the other.

If one player is ideologically closer than the other, aligning with the closer player is

obviously superior. If the two players are equidistant, aligning with one of them (or

mixing) will still be superior as the increased probability that you will win improves

the utility, and the change in the probabilities of the other two players is irrelevant.

What remains is comparing the utilities of joining in support of the closer player

with the utility of doing nothing. This leads to the following inequality:

1´
ki|si ´ sl|

ki ` kj
´
kj|sj ´ sl|

ki ` kj
ą

1´minp
pki ` αq|si ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
`
pkj ´ 2αq|sj ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
,
pki ´ 2αq|si ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
`
pkj ` αq|sj ´ sl|

ki ` kj ` kl
q ´ cl

If this inequality holds, player l will do nothing and the final outcome will be war

between player i and j, if it fails to hold, player l will join in support of the closer

player.

A.2.2 Equilibria with Alliances

We now return to the two ways that bargaining may fail in a three player context:

there exists no bargain that is preferred by two players to fighting a dyadic war, and

either the excluded player chooses not to intervene, or alternatively the intervention

does not sufficiently change the attackers calculus and deterrence fails. Alliances
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here are a double-edged sword: they make players more likely to join a conflict

which decreases the incidence of war in the first case and increase the likelihood of

successful deterrence, but they also increases deadweight loss when war does occur.

To examine the effect of alliances analytically, I turn our attention to the case

where there exists no value x such that player 1 prefers accepting this offer to fighting

player 2 and player 3 prefers accepting x to fighting player 1. For this to be the case,

we need the largest value of x that is acceptable to player 1 to be smaller than the

smallest value of x acceptable to player 2, in other words:

k12s2
k1 ` k2

` c1 ă
k3s3
k1 ` k3

´ c3 (A.26)

Here player 2 will intervene in a war between player 1 and player 3 iff:

c2 ď s2p
k1

k1 ` k3
´

k1 ` xα

k1 ` k2 ` k3
q ` ps3 ´ s2qp

k3
k1 ` k3

´
k3 ` yα

k1 ` k2 ` k3
q (A.27)

where x, y “ p1,´2q if s2 ă
1
2

else, px, yq “ p´2, 1q. Since c2 plays no role in the

inequality determining if player 1 and player 3 can fight, we can set c2 arbitrarily

highly and thus guarantee that player 2 will not intervene (or set it arbitrarily close

to 0 and guarantee player 2’s intervention).

Player 3 will intervene when

c3 ď s3p
k1

k1 ` k2
´

k1 ´ 2α

k1 ` k2 ` k3
q ` ps3 ´ s2qp

k2
k1 ` k2

´
k2 ` α

k1 ` k2 ` k3
q (A.28)

To determine if there exists an equilibria where war occurs and neither player inter-

venes, we can (as discussed before) set c2 as arbitrarily large and have c3 satisfy the

preceding constraint with equality. We can then plug these values into the previous

inequality, and determine the values of α that would allow war to be the outcome of

the game. Rearranging terms leads to the constraint that
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α ď k1 ` k2 ´
k1k3s3
k1 ` k2

´ k1s3k3 ´ c1pk1 ` k2 ` k3q (A.29)

This is satisfied by a range of positive values of α. Of course, in the original instanti-

ation of the game, without formal alliances, we could say that α takes a value of zero,

and so, this case of equilibria2 faces stricter conditions, and if we assume α is prob-

abilistic, is rarer than in the case where there was no advantage to alliances (other

than the benefits of having a larger proportion of capabilities fighting in pursuit of

a similar goal). The same dynamic occurs for the other 8 pairs of dyadic conflict;

formal alliances make the requirements for the dyadic war equilibrium more difficult,

but the equilibrium still exists, and not just in knife-edge form, even when we give

additional benefits to alliance-members.

We can go through a similar process to determine whether in this situation, there

exists a case where a player does intervene and this is insufficient to deter the initial

attack, leading to three player conflict. Again we examine the case where player 3

intervenes in a conflict between player 1 and player 2, but player 2 does not intervene.

We check the case where player 3’s intervention constraint is satisfied with equality,

thus choosing the largest value for c3 as, if a violent equilibrium exists in that case, it

will exist in range of other cases. There will still be war despite the threat of player

3’s intervention iff:

s3pk3 ` αq

k1 ` k2 ` k3
`

s2pk2 ` αq

k1 ` k2 ` k3
` c1 ă

k3s3
k1 ` k3

´ c3 (A.30)

substituting in the maximum value of c3 such that player 3 would intervene, and

2 Specifically, where no value of x can simultaneously prevent player 1 from attacking player 2 and
player 3 from attacking player 1, and in both cases, the excluded player chooses not to intervene.
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separating out α, we get the inequality:

α ă
s3k1 ` s3k2 ´ s3k3 ´ s2k2 `

s2k2k3
k1`k2

´ s3k1 ´
s3k1k2
k1`k3

´ s3k1 ´ c1pk1 ` k2 ` k3q

2s3 ` 2s2

(A.31)

again this requirement is stricter than the requirement when α “ 0, in the original

form of the game, but there are (nonempty) sets of parameters that satisfy it. So,

even when the excluded player is willing to intervene against the initiator of a conflict,

there will be certain cases where deterrence fails and all three players are involved

in conflict.
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